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Search, Antitrust, and the Economics of the Control of User Data

Nathan Newman†

This Article argues for reorienting many antitrust investigations—and more generally regulatory approaches—to focus on how control of personal data by corporations can entrench monopoly power in an economy shaped increasingly by the power of “big data.” What is largely missed in analyses defending Google from antitrust action is how Google’s ever expanding control of user personal data and its critical value to online advertisers creates an insurmountable barrier to entry for new competition. Moreover, Google did not just inherit that business advantage through its innovation in search engine technology. Rather, Google has aggressively expanded its control of user data both by moving into new product sectors to collect additional user data and by invading users’ privacy.
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In the idealized world of neoclassical economics, all exchanges happen in a market where buyers and sellers are fully informed of all options and prices. Equilibrium prices are settled where market demand and supplier marginal costs intersect and competition protects consumers from predatory action by sellers. Antitrust action by government is largely needed only to combat illegal actions or nefarious collusion by players in the market—and such intervention is rarely needed or should happen only with great hesitancy according to the neoclassical economic view associated with the “Chicago School” of legal analysis.
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Such an ideal is rarely attained even in traditional markets, and new online markets—where the primary good delivered is information such as social media, online search, and a variety of other online services—further undermine many of the assumptions of neoclassical economics. Marginal costs of production are often zero or very close to zero, and network effects grant competitive advantages that undercut simple analyses of "equilibrium" prices. These features raise new antitrust concerns, as does the existence of software standards and the need for interoperability between products.

The increasing mass control of consumer data by providers of online search, social media, advertising-supported websites, and apps is an additional factor complicating the neoclassical economic story. In the rise of "big data," the "new oil" of the information economy, control of information has been skewed towards a few players with both the concentrated data processing power and supply of user data to dominate a particular sector.

For example, as of 2012, Google processes sixty-five percent of U.S. search queries, and earns seventy-eight percent of U.S. search advertising revenue (and eighty-five percent of global search revenue). Thus, antitrust authorities around the world have with good reason targeted the company for its dominance. As will be discussed in Part II of this Article, not only does


2. See David A. Balto, Networks and Exclusivity: Antitrust Analysis to Promote Network Competition, 7 GEO. MASON L. REV. 523, 524 (1999) (addressing emerging issues involving exclusivity and networks in antitrust analysis and noting that "what distinguishes a network from most other production facilities is that it also enjoys economies of scale or scope in demand"); Steven C. Salop & R. Craig Romaine, Preserving Monopoly: Economic Analysis, Legal Standards, and Microsoft, 7 GEO. MASON L. REV. 617, 618 (1999) ("[A] finding of monopoly power is not implausible in a market subject to scale economies and strong network effects.").

3. See Daniel J. Gifford, Developing Models For a Coherent Treatment of Standard-Setting Issues Under the Patent, Copyright, and Antitrust Laws, 43 IDEA 331, 379 (2003) (observing that antitrust analysis is complicated by Congress's and the courts' support for "policies favoring interoperability and the open markets that interoperability entails").
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Google have an overwhelming share of the search advertising market, but it is also able to charge a far higher price to advertisers for each “click” on an ad, with strong evidence that this higher “cost per click” is due to Google’s unmatched control of user data.\footnote{7}

While Google’s control of user data has not been central to those investigations so far, antitrust authorities have noted the relationship of that control to potential antitrust concerns.\footnote{8} For example, Federal Trade Commissioner J. Thomas Rosch criticized his colleagues in January 2013 after the FTC dismissed one antitrust approach to Google. He chided the FTC for not even investigating Google’s collection of user data in its antitrust proceedings, since Google’s “gathering of information about the characteristics of a consumer [may be] done . . . to maintain a monopoly or near-monopoly position.”\footnote{9}

This Article is largely a case for reorienting many antitrust investigations in the technology sphere—and more generally regulatory approaches—to focus far more on the issue of how control of user data can entrench monopoly power and harm consumer welfare in an economy shaped increasingly by the power of companies collecting personal data.

As Part I of this Article will argue, what is usually missed in analyses defending Google is how control of user data creates a clear barrier to entry for new competition since without that data new entrants have little chance of creating a financially viable alternative. Part II of this Article will also detail how Google’s expansion into new product sectors expanded its control of user data in order to reinforce its core search advertising monopoly. Beyond its general expansion into tied markets for user data, Google’s “bad acts” have included multiple violations of the law through invading user privacy in pursuit of user data. Part III will detail how Google’s monopoly harms consumers, both, as with the traditional monopolist, by driving prices up for advertisers, but also through a more novel mechanism. Google’s monopoly allows it to

extract end user data more easily and at too low a price, thereby enabling a range of exploitation of end users by Google’s advertisers.

Part IV proposes three remedies that can address Google’s dominance, separately and in combination: (1) reduce Google’s control of overall user data; (2) create a real market for user data by empowering users; and (3) impose public interest obligations on Google to restrain damage to consumer welfare. Part V concludes by noting how issues raised by the Article present a fundamental challenge to the Chicago School approach. The lock-in of monopoly in online markets calls for earlier intervention in technology markets and a broader recognition of how the expanding information asymmetry between firms and consumers due to data mining undermines the hope that the market itself will curb monopoly abuses in the economy.

A. How Google Uses Control of User Information to Strengthen its Monopoly

With few companies does a question like “is Google a monopoly?” leave so many additional questions, such as “a monopoly selling what exactly?” and “how can consumers be hurt by a company giving its product away for free?”

Consumers rightly admire the technology behind products like Google’s search engine, its Gmail service, its YouTube videos, and its array of other services, all provided for free. On its face, why should any consumer complain? Robert Bork dismissed both European and U.S. investigations as missing what a sweet deal Google is for the average person: “[t]here is no coherent case for monopolization because a search engine, like Google, is free to consumers to and they can switch to an alternative search engine with a click.”

However, users of Google’s search engine, Gmail, and its other products are not Google’s customers; they are the product sold to Google’s real clients: its advertisers.

Media studies professor Siva Vaidhyanathan has noted that we have allowed our “fancies, fetishes, predilections, and preferences” to be captured by Google and resold to the company’s advertisers. This reality is sometimes obscured in discussions of Google being involved in “two-sided”

10. See also Joshua Wright, What’s an Internet Monopolist? A Reply to Professor Wu, TECH. LIBERATION FRONT (Nov. 23, 2010), http://techliberation.com/2010/11/23/whats-an-internet-monopolist-a-reply-to-professor-wu (noting “these monopolists are really pathetic at extracting profits, as most of them give away their products for free”).


markets,” or being an “intermediary” between users and advertisers, similar to dating services or credit card exchange systems that connect merchants and credit card users. But unlike such two-sided markets, which are defined by economist David Evans as markets where “there are two sets of customers who, in effect, need each other,” Google’s search users do not need advertisers, but advertisers need users. While some users find some search advertising useful, it is not an essential feature for users and is objectionable to many. This is unlike the mutual need of merchants and users in credit card exchanges or people on dating sites.

Google essentially makes its revenue only from the advertiser-side of its operations. The fact that the only “market” on the user side comprises users bartering their personal privacy in exchange for access to Google’s online services casts doubt on referring to this simply as a “two-sided” market.

So if advertisers are the main source of Google’s potential revenue, from a basic antitrust viewpoint, the real question is how easy or likely it is for those advertisers to switch to an alternative search advertising platform.

But even that question fails to grasp that Google is different from traditional advertising media. Indeed networked and social systems of communication are upending how one measures market power for antitrust purposes. To talk about Google as a content provider supporting itself with advertising “much like newspapers, free TV or free radio,” as Bork did, misses the radical difference between a traditional media company and Google. Traditional media sold advertisers access to a particular media product (which was read or seen broadly by certain larger demographic groups), but Google

---


15. Evans classifies two-sided markets as fulfilling a matchmaker role, yet never fully engages the examples like Google and other cases where both sides of the “two-sided market” do not necessarily seek each other. See David Evans, Two-Sided Market Definition, in MARKET DEFINITION IN ANTITRUST: THEORY AND CASE STUDIES 437 (2012).

16. Economist E. Glen Weyl observes that too many analysts of two-sided platforms ignore the fact that in many cases—advertising-supported platforms being a prime example—consumers are indifferent or even hostile to the commercial side of the market. His more nuanced economic models show that accounting for this hostility results in far different implications for consumer welfare. See E. Glen Weyl, A Price Theory of Multi-Sided Platforms, 100 AM. ECON. REV. 1642, 1643 (2010) (citing the example of newspaper readers “who dislike advertising” but where this problem has been “assumed away by previous theoretical and empirical analysis of two-sided markets”).

17. Bork, supra note 11.
sells access to users based on their particular interests, demographic characteristics, location, and the range of other information Google is able to identify about those advertising targets.

In fact, products like Gmail, Google Search, or Google+ are more than content systems through which to deliver advertising; they are tools to extract ever more precise information about users to allow advertisers to more effectively target particular ads to those users. Most legal commentators ignore the connection between Google’s core search advertising business and its sprawling expansion across almost every imaginable space where users operate online (and increasingly offline), from watching videos, to emailing friends, to buying products, to using cell phones, to updating calendars. Google’s reach into all these activities allows it to develop an integrated profile of more individuals with greater breadth and depth than any potential rival.

Given how valuable such profiling is to advertisers, Google’s entrenched knowledge of consumers’ personal information makes it nearly impossible for any rival or potential rival to woo online advertisers away and creates an anticompetitive barrier to entry. Additionally, Google acts as an advertising agency delivering ads not only on its own sites, but also to a wide range of affiliates and other content providers. For advertisers seeking the product Google sells, namely ads tailored to targeted behavioral characteristics of online users, there is no economically viable competition to Google that has the same one-stop reach.

B. The Antitrust Case Against Google

As the rest of this Article will outline, Google’s dominance of search advertising combined with its control of user data through its broad network of online products, mobile operating system, and other services, clearly meets the standard for antitrust prosecution under current law. In doing so, the Article will highlight the ways in which the control of user data adds a new element to antitrust analysis that will have an increasing impact on a range of economic sectors where behavioral targeting and data mining are becoming critical factors in economic competition.

18. See Sunni Yuen, Exporting Trust With Data: Audited Self-Regulation as a Solution to Cross-Border Data Transfer Protection Concerns in the Offshore Outsourcing Industry, 9 COLUM. SCI. & TECH. L. REV. 41, 44 (2008) (noting that Google collects information such as user “search queries . . . e-mail correspondence, calendar data, credit card information, contacts, social networks, documents” and more).

19. From the perspective of control of private data, Google’s real competitive rivals are data services like Acxiom, although such companies lack Google’s access to users at the point of search decisions. See Natasha Singer, You for Sale: Mapping, and Sharing, the Consumer Genome, N.Y. TIMES, June 16, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/17/technology/acxiom-the-quiet-giant-of-consumer-database-marketing.html (contending that Acxiom “has amassed the world’s largest commercial database on consumers”).
The importance of the debate over Google is reflected in the multitude of former Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC) lawyers,\(^{20}\) as well as academic\(^{21}\) and think tank scholars,\(^{22}\) who have sprung to the defense of the company. They have vigorously argued that Google is not a monopoly or an anti-competitive threat and that no legal case is sustainable under antitrust doctrine in the United States.\(^{23}\)

Broadly, any antitrust case under section 2 of the Sherman Act must show that a firm not only has a monopoly but also that (1) it is not vulnerable to new competition,\(^{24}\) (2) it maintains or expanded that monopoly by illegitimate means,\(^{25}\) and (3) that its monopoly inflicts harm to consumer welfare.\(^{26}\) Google's defenders claim that Google does not meet these standards, but have done so largely by misreading the market Google actually dominates, and ignoring the issue of Google's control of user data in their analysis.

In relation to Google's dominance of its market, defenders of Google tend to emphasize repeatedly that Google has "only" a sixty-five percent share of U.S. search queries,\(^{27}\) which they argue leaves the company vulnerable to

\(^{20}\) For some examples of support for Google from former antitrust regulators, see Balto, supra note 11 (a former DOJ and FTC antitrust attorney), Houck, supra note 11 (former chief of the New York State Antitrust Bureau, 1995-1999, and lead trial counsel for 20 states against Microsoft), and Miller & Oliver, infra note 39 (former FTC Chairmen).

\(^{21}\) For some examples of support for Google from academics, see Crane, infra note 216, Wright, supra note 10, and Volokh & Falk, infra note 243.

\(^{22}\) For some examples of support for Google from think tank scholars, see Lenard, supra note 5 and infra note 34 (President and Senior Fellow, Technology Policy Institute), Rubin, infra note 34 (Senior Fellow, Technology Policy Institute), Manne, infra notes 23 and 41 (Executive Director, International Center for Law & Economics), Berin Szoka, infra notes 41 and 232 (President, TechFreedom), Adam Thierer, infra notes 39 and 232 (Senior Research Fellow, Mercatus Center, George Mason University), and Marvin Ammori, infra note 32 (Legal Fellow, New America Foundation).

\(^{23}\) See Geoffrey Manne & Joshua Wright, Google and the Limits of Antitrust: The Case Against the Case Against Google, 34 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 171, 244 (2011); Bork & Sidak, supra note 13.

\(^{24}\) See, e.g., Rebel Oil v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 51 F.3d 1421, 1439 (9th Cir. 1995) (stating that to find an antitrust violation, "entry barriers must be significant—they must be capable of constraining the normal operation of the market to the extent that the problem is unlikely to be self-correcting").

\(^{25}\) See C. PAUL ROGERS III ET AL., ANTITRUST LAW: POLICY AND PRACTICE 152 (2008) (citing United States v. Grinnell Co., 384 U.S. 563, 571 (1965)) ("A firm violates § 2 only when it acquires or maintains, or attempts to acquire or maintain, a monopoly by engaging in exclusionary conduct 'as distinguished from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident.'"); see also United States v. Aluminum Co. of Am., 148 F.2d 416, 430 (2d Cir. 1945).

\(^{26}\) See Reiter v. Sonotone Co., 442 U.S. 330, 343 (1979) ("Congress designed the Sherman Act as a 'consumer welfare prescription.'"); United States v. Microsoft Co., 253 F.3d 34, 58 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (per curiam) ("[T]o be condemned as exclusionary, a monopolist's act must . . . harm the competitive process and thereby harm consumers. In contrast, harm to one or more competitors will not suffice.").

\(^{27}\) See Lenard, supra note 5 (comparing the case against Google to Microsoft and noting that "Microsoft was a monopoly, with a 95-percent share of the market for desktop operating systems and no serious threat of new entry"); see also Balto, supra note 11, ("Google neither dominates search to the same degree [as Microsoft did operating systems] nor does the nature of search lead to a substantial consumer base that could constitute a barrier to entry.").
search engine competitors like Microsoft’s Bing, since users can switch at a click of a button.\textsuperscript{28} However, Google’s overwhelming dominance of the online search advertising market is not, in fact, vulnerable to new competition. The mistake of many Google defenders is their focus on search engine users, when the relevant market is search advertising, where Google has seventy-eight percent of U.S. search advertising revenue (and eighty-five percent of global search revenue).

Google defenders such as Bork and J. Gregory Sidak (hereinafter Bork and Sidak)\textsuperscript{29} and Geoffrey Manne and Joshua Wright (hereinafter Manne and Wright),\textsuperscript{30} who analyzed the advertising market, nonetheless downplayed the way Google’s premium on advertising rates, the interaction of multiple network effects,\textsuperscript{31} and high fixed costs of entry create multiple barriers to entry, leaving existing competition like Microsoft economically non-viable. What is largely missed in these analyses is how Google’s ever-expanding control of user personal data, and that data’s critical value to online advertisers, creates an insurmountable barrier to entry for new competition.

Monopoly is illegal only if illegitimately obtained or expanded,\textsuperscript{32} and Google’s defenders argue that Google’s dominance has been achieved solely by innovation (so the courts should treat any monopoly profits as the fruit of success).\textsuperscript{33} In so doing, they ignore Google’s business model of aggressively, and occasionally illegally, expanding into new product markets to better cement its control of user data and thus its search advertising monopoly.

According to Google’s defenders, the company earned its dominant position through its innovative brilliance: “[i]t doesn’t take a rocket scientist—

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{28} See Bork, supra note 11.
  \item \textsuperscript{29} Bork & Sidak, supra note 13.
  \item \textsuperscript{30} Manne & Wright, supra note 23.
  \item \textsuperscript{31} See ROGERS III ET AL., supra note 25, at 146 (quoting Michael L. Katz & Carl Shapiro, Network Externalities, Competition, and Compatibility, 75 AM. ECON. REV. 424, 424 (1985)) (“In markets characterized by network effects, one product or standard tends towards dominance, because ‘the utility that a user derives from consumption of the good increases with the number of other agents consuming the good.’”). Katz & Shapiro is also cited in Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d at 49.
  \item \textsuperscript{32} See Manne & Wright, supra note 23, at 214 (quoting United States v. Grinnell Co., 384 U.S. 563, 570-71 (1965)) (“[T]he offense of monopolization requires demonstration of both (1) the possession of monopoly power in the relevant market and (2) the willful acquisition or maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident.”); see also Marvin Ammori & Luke Pelican, Proposed Remedies for Search Bias: “Search Neutrality” and Other Proposals in the Google Inquiry, J. INTERNET L. 8, 10 (2012) (“[The relevant] questions are whether the company has monopoly power and, if so, whether it has abused that monopoly power to exclude rivals on a basis other than efficiency or innovation.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{33} Monopoly profit “attracts ‘business acumen’ in the first place; it induces risk taking that produces innovation and economic growth. To safeguard the incentive to innovate, the possession of monopoly power will not be found unlawful unless it is accompanied by an element of anticompetitive conduct.” Verizon Commc’ns., Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398, 407 (2004). Manne and Wright argue that this means good faith monopolists may charge “whatever price the market will bear.” See Manne & Wright, supra note 23, at 218 (citing Trinko, Pac. Bell Tel. Co. v. Linkline Commc’ns., Inc., 129 S. Ct. 1109, 1118 (2009), and NYNEX Co. v. Discon, Inc., 525 U.S. 128, 136-37 (1998)). But see my comments on the weakness of applying Trinko to Google, infra note 217.
\end{itemize}
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or an antitrust lawyer—to recognize that Google’s remarkable success is due to its innovative products,” writes Steven Houck, former chief of the New York State Antitrust Bureau.34 Google’s defenders believe that there is no comparison to Microsoft, which threatened “PC manufacturers with the loss of their Windows license—without which they couldn’t sell PCs—if they preinstalled or promoted the Netscape browser. Through such acts, Microsoft succeeded in removing Netscape as a viable competitor.”35 Those defenders argue that Google has lived up to its “don’t be evil” motto36 in doing nothing to extend its dominance by illegitimate means. “[T]here are no ‘bad acts’ to support a Section 2 claim against Google,” contends former DOJ and FTC attorney David Balto.37

However, Part II of this paper will describe how Google did not just stumble across its unsurpassed control of user data via a first-mover advantage from its early innovation in search technology. Rather, Google’s expansion into new products and markets—from its wireless operating system, Android, to YouTube video viewers, to social networking—and its tying them into its core search advertising engine, has helped undermine potential rivals and entrenched its advantage in online advertising. In concert with the growing line of government fines and consent decrees generated by Google’s illegal violations of user privacy and other aggressive corporate behavior, Google meets the “bad acts” requirements for antitrust action.

An antitrust case must show harm to consumers, not just harm to competitors,38 and Google’s defenders deny consumers lose anything from their interaction with Google. “It’s . . . impossible to find any way in which consumer welfare is currently being harmed by Google,” writes Adam Thierer, “[a]ll their products are free and constantly evolving.”39 Or as David Balto elegantly puts it: “[c]onsumers’ pocketbooks do not see Google as any type of

34. Stephen Houck, Google, Monopoly and Antitrust 101, HUFFINGTON POST (Oct. 7, 2011, 1:58 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/stephen-d-houck/google-antitrust-hearings_b_1000205.html; see also Thomas M. Lenard & Paul H. Rubin, The Federal Trade Commission Penalizes Google for Being Successful, FORBES, Jan. 28, 2011, http://www.forbes.com/2011/06/28/google-ftc-investigation.html (“Google’s market position was earned precisely because it found a way of ranking search results that is more useful for consumers, and it will quickly lose that position if someone can find an even better ranking algorithm.”).

35. Lenard, supra note 5.


37. Balto, supra note 11.

38. See Brook Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 509 U.S. 209, 224 (1993) (quoting Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294 (1962)) (“It is axiomatic that the antitrust laws were passed for ‘the protection of competition, not competitors.’”).

Complaints about Google are largely dismissed as the whining of competitors, who might gain at the expense of Google but not to the benefit of consumers.  

To the contrary, Part III of the Article will show how Google's monopoly of the online search advertising market causes clear harm to consumers. The most apparent harm is reduced competition in the online advertising market, where the higher prices charged to advertisers inevitably gets passed onto consumers in the form of higher prices for the advertised goods and services they buy. But a deeper harm is the stunted "market" for user data itself, where lack of vigorous competition means that users too readily share that data at too low a price—usually for free—in exchange for software services that cost Google far less than the value of the user data it collects.

More harmfully, Google helps advertisers profile users, aiding those companies in extracting the maximum profit possible from consumers in the overall economy. Advertisers can deliver ads not just to the users most likely to be interested in the product, but can tailor prices for individual consumers in ways that can maximize the revenue extracted from each purchaser. These individualized prices come in various forms including offering promotional "discounts" only to selected customers, and targeting subprime mortgage offers online—the latter of which were advertised heavily through Google during the company's economic rise. There is also strong evidence, including substantial financial sanctions for Google, that this targeting of ads empowers criminal and tawdry companies to exploit users online. At its worst, this data mining-supported targeting of consumers may be empowering racial profiling in new and disturbing ways.

C. Remedies and the Argument for Early and Aggressive Regulatory Intervention

One important implication of this analysis is that protecting personal privacy is not just a civil liberties issue, but may be a core issue for reducing the monopoly power of players like Google and encouraging a fairer economic

---

40. Balto, supra note 11.
41. See Geoffrey Manne & Berin Szoka, Some Much-Needed Antitrust Skepticism on Senate Letter Urging FTC Google Investigation, TRUTH ON THE MARKET (Dec. 20, 2011), http://truthonthemarket.com/2011/12/20/some-much-needed-antitrust-skepticism-on-senate-letter-urging-ftc-google-investigation ("[H]arm to competitors is not the same thing as harm to consumers or competition more generally."); Ammori and Pelican, supra note 32, at 9 (citing U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, ANTITRUST DIVISION POLICY GUIDE TO MERGER REMEDIES 2 (2011)) (noting that a "remedy should focus on preserving competition, not protecting individual competitors.").
42. How much competition might enhance user privacy is discussed infra in the remedies analysis in Part IV of this Article.
43. See infra Section III.C.
44. See infra Section III.C.
45. See infra Section III.C.
return to individuals when they do choose to share that data with commercial entities. Truly effective antitrust remedies, as outlined in Part IV of this Article, will not be restricted to forcing the sell-off of assets and divestment in segments of the market (although that may be helpful), but must include shifting control of data as well. This could be done through more effective privacy laws, requiring greater data portability between products, and promoting greater common carrier responsibilities by dominant companies to avoid violating user privacy.

Finally, Part V of the Article will emphasize that, contrary to the Chicago School’s antitrust approach, earlier and more systematic regulation in new online markets is necessary. Otherwise, the result will be exactly the kind of entrenched control Google was able to establish while regulators lay passive.

I. How Google Dominates the Search Advertising Market

Hundreds of millions of people use Google products: search engines, YouTube, Google Maps, Android phones, Google Docs, and others, but, as noted above, these users are not Google’s customers.46

While users may enjoy these products, they essentially are bait to get users to share their private information so Google can sell those users’ information to advertisers. The user data flows into Google’s main product, its advertising platform AdWords. Google’s market is its search advertising platform, not its “search engine,” or “mapping software,” or “online video,” or “mobile operating system,” or any particular user product. Those who measure its dominance by its percentage of non-paying users in any particular product are misanalysing Google’s revenue model and the dynamics of the online marketplace. In fact, by making these products free on the Internet, part of Google’s model is to effectively undercut potential competitors using alternative revenue models that call for raising money directly from users. This strengthens Google’s dominance in selling access to those users to search advertisers, a point to which we will return in Part II.

The key antitrust fact is that Google has essentially monopoly dominance over search advertising, and there is little prospect that any potential competitor could mount an economically viable challenge to that dominance. This Part will first outline how the search advertising market works, describe Google’s


47. See supra Introduction.
dominance of that market, and explain why the search advertising market is the relevant market for antitrust analysis (rather than using a less or more inclusive definition). Noting the premium price Google receives for its advertising compared to its rivals, the Part will show that the high fixed costs to enter the search advertising sector combined with that premium creates an almost insurmountable barrier to entry for new competitors. This Part will then explain why Google’s control of user data gives rise to the premium price. Finally, it will highlight how Google’s rise was facilitated by an array of exclusive contracts that, given the seeming winner-take-all nature of the search advertising market, should be evaluated by antitrust authorities as a potential exercise in illegal foreclosure by the company.

A. How the Search Advertising Market Works

In search advertising, the core product sold is the little text advertisements that appear next to search page results, on Gmail pages, and on a range of other Google and affiliated sites across the Internet. Particular ads are tied to particular words users type into search engines or are based on words on the webpage where the advertisement appears. Pertinent to this Article, the ads listed for a specific user can also be tied to analysis by the search advertising platform of the content of emails sent by that user to friends and colleagues, videos previously viewed, the user’s previous online searches, the user’s location and other interests, demographic information, and any other behavioral characteristics that the advertising platform knows about the user. The more an advertising platform knows about users, the more specific a slice of the online population the platform can deliver to the advertiser. Advertisers can then deliver different ads, including different promotions and prices, to different populations as they desire.

Advertisers bid in an auction on those keywords for each and any of the desired behavioral and demographic sub-groups that the advertisers wish to target. A combination of the highest bid price and the quality of the advertiser’s site determines which ad gets most prominent placement next to the normal search results on Google’s page. An innovation in search advertising is that advertisers do not pay a dime for the ads being listed, but only pay a search engine the price bid in the auction when a user actually clicks on the ad. This


49. The quality of the advertising site means whether users find the link useful and are likely to click on it, since Google wants to maximize not just the bid price but its total revenue, including the total number of clicks times that bid price. George Michie, Understanding Google’s Latest Landing Page Quality Score Release, SEARCH ENGINE LAND (Oct. 24, 2011, 12:04 PM), http://searchengineland.com/understanding-googles-latest-landing-page-quality-score-release-96613.
so-called cost-per-click ("CPC") price for a user to click to an advertiser’s site is ultimately the core product being sold.50

Because firms can target search ads precisely, search advertising plays a distinctly different role compared to either online display advertising, such as the graphic banner ads on websites, or traditional print and television advertising. One survey found that most advertisers (seventy-six percent) say the most important objective of search advertising is generating sales or leads, with only five percent mentioning building brand awareness as the most important goal, while fifty-one percent of firms using “display ads,” on sites like Facebook and elsewhere, rank brand awareness as the most important goal for such ads.51

B. Measuring Google’s Dominance

Overall, Google reported annualized revenue of well over $60 billion in the fourth quarter of 2013—a seventeen percent increase from a year earlier—with annualized profits of over $13 billion per year.52 As of mid-2012, putting aside then recently acquired Motorola, ninety-seven percent of that revenue is estimated to come from its online advertising business—and the overwhelming portion of that amount from its core search-advertising product.53 Google is estimated to have increased its global share of searches from seventy-two percent in 2006 to over eighty-five percent in 2012 (and seventy-eight percent of the U.S. market alone).54 In mobile phone search advertising, the fastest growing online advertising sector, Google has established a phenomenal ninety percent of mobile search advertising, which was projected to be worth $8.8 billion for Google in 2013 and is likely to skyrocket as a percentage of all online advertising.55


54. Zenith Optimedia, supra note 5; see also RKG, supra note 5, at 2 ("In paid search [in Q1 2012] Google generated 84% of ad clicks.").

Search, Antitrust, and the Economics of the Control of User Data

Under the traditional Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) measure of industry concentration, David Evans calculated in 2008 that search "is highly concentrated with an HHI of over 3,000 based on search traffic and higher based on advertising revenue." Since Google had a smaller share of search advertising then compared to today, that HHI rating has only increased.

Google's dominance becomes even clearer when the focus shifts from revenue to profits in the search advertising industry. Google is essentially the only company making any profits in the search advertising sector. Yahoo!, once one of Google's main competitors, has largely abandoned search, in favor of an alliance where Microsoft's Bing search engine now powers most search in Yahoo! properties—and its payments from Microsoft equaled its costs by 2011. With Microsoft's Bing search engine essentially the only viable alternative to Google in the search-advertising sector, what is remarkable is that Bing's search advertising platform has been reported to be losing something on the order of $2.6 billion per year for Microsoft.

In most sectors, a firm with the acumen and cash reserves of Microsoft—and a track record of pretty vicious competitive actions itself—would be seen as a strong potential rival. That even Microsoft, which can afford to lose billions of dollars a year while it tries to expand the use of its search engine, is unable to be financially viable, speaks to the extreme barriers to entry in search advertising. Notably, in Europe, where Microsoft has invested far less in competing with Google, Google has even larger shares of search users (and consequently advertising revenue)—with between 92.4% and 96.3% of visits in the largest European countries such as France, Great Britain, the United Kingdom, and Germany.

59. Robert Cyran, Microsoft Ought to Kick Off Search for Bing Buyer, REUTERS: BREAKING VIEWS (July 22, 2011), http://blogs.reuters.com/breakingviews/2011/07/22/microsoft-ought-to-kick-off-search-for-bing-buyer; see also Matthew Zeitlin, Microsoft's $6.2 Billion Writedown Shows it's Losing War with Google, THE DAILY BEAST (July 4, 2012), http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/07/04/microsoft-s-6-2-billion-writedown-shows-it-s-losing-war-with-google.html (noting that Microsoft recently wrote off $6.2 billion against its online services division, including Bing, largely because of the failure of an earlier purchase of online advertising firm aQuantive, which failed to expand the company's online advertising business).
60. See Newman, supra note 50.
C. Why Search Advertising is the Relevant Market for Antitrust Analysis

Given the radically different pricing structure and different goals for search advertising compared to either online display ads or traditional advertising, it is not surprising that the FTC and DOJ have ruled that search advertising is a distinct market for antitrust analysis.62 Other countries’ antitrust authorities have also repeatedly found that search advertising is a distinct market from online display and traditional advertising sectors for analyzing antitrust issues.63

Opponents of antitrust action against Google have tried to downplay Google’s dominance of search advertising by arguing that traditional advertising is a substitute for search advertising,64 but the Supreme Court has generally treated advertising within any specific medium as the relevant market for antitrust purposes. In *Times-Picayune Publishing Co. v. United States*,65 the Court distinguished newspaper advertising from “advertising placed through other communication media” based on the “[advertising] trade’s own characterization of the products involved” and the way the advertising industry differentiates “between advertising in newspapers and in other mass media.”66

---

62. See Google/DoubleClick, No. 071-0170, at 3 (F.T.C. 2007) (statement of the Commission), http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2007/12/071220statement.pdf (stating that the FTC approved Google’s acquisition of the online display advertising company DoubleClick because “advertising space sold by search engines is not a substitute for space sold directly or indirectly by publishers [of display advertising] or vice versa”); Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Yahoo! Inc. and Google Inc. Abandon Their Advertising Agreement: Resolves Justice Department’s Antitrust Concerns, Competition Is Preserved in Markets for Internet Search Advertising (Nov. 5, 2008), http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2008/November/08-at-981.html (barring Google from coordinating its search advertising with Yahoo!).


64. See Manne & Wright, supra note 23, at 196, 222 (doubting the “propriety of a narrow market definition limited to merely online search advertising” and noting that “all forms of advertising . . . are about bringing buyers and sellers together by minimizing some of the transaction costs that otherwise keep them apart”). Manne and Wright cite to a couple of scattered district court decisions to support this contention, including *KinderStart.com v. Google, Inc.*, No. C06-2057(JPS) (N.D. Cal. Mar. 16, 2007), which notes that “there is no logical basis for distinguishing the Search Ad Market from the larger market for Internet advertising,” id. at *6, and *Person v. Google Inc.*, 456 F. Supp. 2d. 488 (S.D.N.Y. 2006).

65. 345 U.S. 594 (1953).

66. Id. at 610-14.
Search, Antitrust, and the Economics of the Control of User Data

There is little question that the advertising industry clearly distinguishes between search advertising and every other kind of advertising.\textsuperscript{67} As importantly, because search advertising is inherently tied to the provision of search services for consumers, any competition analysis, in David Evans's words, "will need to consider the free product together with its companion moneymaking product."\textsuperscript{68} Such an integrated analysis would not be possible if search advertising was lumped in with other forms of advertising. Precisely because competition (or lack thereof) may affect not just advertising clients but also users of search, a comprehensive analysis is required to ensure that antitrust authorities evaluate "the welfare of all of the consumers that are directly affected by a business practice or its prohibition."\textsuperscript{69} Evans specifically observes how the lack of competition in search advertising could potentially change the "incentives regarding how much privacy protections to give to consumers"\textsuperscript{70} as a reason for maintaining specific market definitions in the online marketplace.\textsuperscript{71}

D. Google's Premium Price for its Search Advertising

Within search advertising, then, the interesting question is why Microsoft (or any alternative competitor) is not making significant profits from search advertising. Microsoft (when you add in its alliance with Yahoo!) may have less than half the search users in the United States compared to Google, but Google makes large profits, and generating advertising for even half of Google's users could still be extremely profitable. The fact that no one else is making profits in the sector is a strong indication that Google's monopoly position is nearly unassailable.\textsuperscript{72}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{67} See, e.g., IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report: An Industry Survey Conducted by PwC and Sponsored by the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB), IAB (Apr. 2012), http://www.iab.net/media/file/IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report FY 2011.pdf; ECONSULTANCY & SEMPO, supra note 51, at 12-14 (noting that advertisers have very different purposes using search relative to other types of ads).

\textsuperscript{68} David Evans, The Antitrust Economics of Free, 7 COMPETITION POL'Y INT'L 71, 81 (2011).

\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 85.

\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 78.

\textsuperscript{71} Even in all online advertising, Google has an estimated 33\% to 41.5\% of all online advertising revenue, with its closest competitor Facebook having a far smaller share. Zoe Fox, Google Earns 33\% of Online Ad Revenues, MASHABLE (Aug. 28, 2013), http://mashable.com/2013/08/28/online-ad-revenues; Facebook Now Number 2 in U.S. Digital Ad Sales, Thanks To Mobile [eMarketer], MARKETING LAND (Dec. 19, 2013, 12:23 PM), http://marketingland.com/facebook-now-number-2-in-us-digital-ad-sales-thanks-to-mobile-emarketer-68655. And Internet advertising is the fastest growing advertising sector within the United States, larger than advertising in the cable, newspaper and radio industries and gaining rapidly on total advertising revenue in broadcast television. See IAB, supra note 67, at 19, 20.

\textsuperscript{72} E. Glen Weyl argues that high profits derived from two-sided market interactions is a strong indicator of monopoly predation. See Weyl, supra note 16, at 1666 ("[E]ven a small profit to revenue ratio indicates significant market power if two-sidedness is a main source of profits.").
\end{footnotesize}
The key is the price of the clicks on online ads, which is the core product in the sector: the so-called CPC for any keyword. While a dominant player like Google is inevitably going to deliver more clicks on any keyword because it has more users, all things being equal, the CPC price should be roughly the same since a user ultimately clicking through to an advertiser’s page should in theory be just as valuable if the customer reaches the page via Google, as via America Online (AOL) or via Bing.73

However, even in the United States where Bing has a significant minority share of searches—especially when including its alliance with Yahoo!—Google receives a high premium on its CPC. One advertising analyst estimated that for the same keywords, the “average CPC on Bing is somewhere around 1/4 or 1/5 of our average CPC on Google.”74 Another found that on specific search terms, CPC rates on Bing were slightly higher but still were discounted forty-nine percent to seventy-one percent compared to Google.75 This premium for Google apparently extends back years to when Yahoo! was Google’s main competitor—and Google then had a CPC rate of nearly twice Yahoo!’s rate,76 a key reason Yahoo! was forced out of the online search market.

What this means is that even if a U.S. advertiser pays for a search term on both Google and Bing, Bing would end up generating only one-tenth to one-fourth of the revenue Google received from the same advertiser’s campaign using the exact same keywords on each site (i.e., roughly half the number of clicks times one fifth to half the revenue per click). This explains at least part of the reason why Bing may have nearly half the U.S. users of Google, but generates less than twenty percent of sector revenue.77

E. Lower CPC Rates for Competitors and High Fixed Costs Create Substantial Barriers to Entry

The lower CPC rate means that Google’s potential competitors receive much less revenue but have to invest similar amounts in fixed costs to maintain a competitive search engine and platform. Bing has not been able to mount a financially viable competitive challenge and the fixed costs for entry create a

73. See Newman, supra note 50.
77. See RKG, supra note 5 (estimate generated from graphs on page 7). Note that part of this revenue comes from Yahoo! sites where revenue must be shared with Yahoo!, further decreasing profits.
major barrier to entry for any new potential challengers to Google, so its monopoly is unlikely to be eroded by market forces.78

Online search engines and related enterprises require very large fixed investments, what Siva Vaidhyanathan describes as a “monumental collection of physical sites such as research labs, server farms, data networks and sales offices.”79 Google is estimated to have somewhere on the order of one million computer servers80 (with other estimates placing that number as high as 1.8 million servers in January 201281) deployed to crawl the web and store the data needed to run its services. While this estimate covers all of Google’s operations, any competitor would have to invest in a significant percentage of those resources to be competitive, plus the staff to program and maintain its sites.82

The following basic equation highlights the barrier to new competition in the online advertising marketplace:

\[ \text{Clicks} \times \text{CPC} > \text{Fixed Costs} \]

This means the total number of click-throughs (Clicks) generated by an advertising platform times the average CPC charged to those advertisers must yield revenue more than the platform’s fixed costs (Fixed Costs). Any challenger to Google would have to generate some combination of CPC rates times total clicks by users to generate revenue to cover those fixed costs to even begin to be a competitive challenge to Google. That Microsoft, with nearly half of Google’s user base, still generated $2.6 billion in losses compared to its costs shows the height of the competitive barrier.83

---

78. Oren Bracha and Frank Pasquale have also emphasized these fixed costs as a barrier to entry. See Oren Bracha & Frank Pasquale, Federal Search Commission? Access, Fairness and Accountability in the Law of Search, 93 CORNELL L. REV. 1149, 1180-81 (2008) (“It is unclear whether search engines fall under the strict definition of a natural monopoly, but they exhibit very similar characteristics. Search engines have very high fixed costs and a relatively low marginal cost.”).

79. VAIDHYANATHAN, supra note 12, at 19.


82. See Newman, supra note 50.

83. See Cyran, supra note 59. With little evidence, Google defenders like Bork and Sidak argue the "necessary scale to compete in search is small—it is certainly smaller than Google's scale." Bork & Sidak, supra note 13, at 687. However, multiple industry participants have testified to the difficulty of meeting the costs of achieving the necessary scale. See e.g., Competition in Online Markets/Internet Search Issues: Hearing Before the S. Judiciary Subcomm. on Antitrust, Competition Policy and Consumer Rights, 112th Cong. 13 (Sept. 21, 2011) (statement of Thomas O. Barnett, Covington & Burling LLP), http://www.fairsearch.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/Barnett-Senate-Testimony-final.pdf.
If the only alternative is for a competitor to almost magically provide a similar product with vastly lower fixed costs, then even those who refuse to recognize monopoly as long as a deep-pocketed challenger could enter the marketplace should recognize Google as a monopolist. This is because higher spending (more fixed costs spent on the platform) is not an economically viable strategy for entry into such a market if they cannot also meet Google’s CPC rate. This all basically explains why Microsoft has largely been a money-losing, economic also-ran in the online advertising race.

F. Google’s Control of User Data Explains its High CPC Rates and Market Dominance

Since Google’s high CPC rate combined with high fixed costs of the search advertising market seems to be the key barrier to entry, antitrust investigations should focus on the reasons for Google’s high CPC as a source of possibly illegal monopoly power.

The core source of value being delivered to advertisers by Google (or any search advertiser) is, by all accounts, its intimate knowledge of its users contained in its vast databases of user personal data. With that knowledge, Google can deliver customers more likely to purchase an advertiser’s product and, as importantly, help sell those products at the highest price the user may be willing to pay. When countries placed restrictions on behavioral data collection, as in parts of Europe, studies found that advertising effectiveness dropped drastically, indicating the critical importance of user data to online advertising.

While there are a number of network effects that come into play with Google, this is likely the most important one in terms of entrenching the company’s monopoly in search advertising. In United States v. Microsoft, the

---

84. Nate Elliott, Why Google—not Facebook—Will Build The Database Of Affinity, FORRESTER (Apr. 15, 2013), http://blogs.forrester.com/nate_elliott/13-04-15-why_google_not_facebook _will_build_the_database_of_affinity (highlighting the potential of user “affinities” data for advertisers, but still noting that Google “possesses a broader set of affinity data” and is “better at bringing meaning to data”).

85. Avi Goldfarb & Catherine E. Tucker, Privacy Regulation and Online Advertising, 57 MGMT. SCI. 57, 57 (2011) (study using 3.3 million survey responses to 9,596 different online ads found a sixty-five percent drop in ad effectiveness compared to countries without privacy regulation). The study did find that this negative impact on advertising effectiveness was most pronounced on general web sites, such as news sites, where the potential buying intent of users was less clear than specialized sites aimed at more homogenous groups of users. So the value of personalized data to search advertisers will increase for ad campaigns targeting searches that are not easily keyed to a specific product.

86. See Bracha & Pasquale, supra note 78, at 1181 (“The more searches an engine gets, the better able it is to sharpen and perfect its algorithm.”); Kristine Laudadio Devine, Preserving Competition in Multi-Sided Innovative Markets: How Do You Solve a Problem Like Google?, 10 N.C. J.L. & TECH. 59 (2008) (describing a wide range of Google’s network effects); James Grimmelmann, How to Fix the Google Book Search Settlement, 12 J. INTERNET L. 1, 14 (2009) (arguing that Google’s monopoly “might be the inevitable result anyway; this is a market with substantial economies of scale and positive network effects”).
D.C. Circuit emphasized how such network effects reinforce a monopoly—in that case users wanting an operating system with lots of companies writing software for it. The analogy here is to advertisers wanting an advertising system with enough users and, crucially, data about those users to better target that advertising in ways that increase the monetary returns from click-throughs of their ads.

The gain for Google from its network of users is not just data on each individual user, but the cumulative data that can reveal how similar users behave. This allows Google to anticipate a user’s interests (and the returns on advertising) based not just on each user’s own previous actions, but on the behavior of similar users in its network. While Google no doubt got a leg-up into its dominant position through innovation in its core algorithm, even its own leaders have admitted that it has consolidated its control based on overwhelming control of data. As its Chief Scientist Peter Norvig has observed, “We don’t have better algorithms than everyone else; we just have more data.”

Google defenders like Bork and Sidak dismissed Google’s scale as a barrier to entry since other companies can just similarly invest in “learning by doing,” but they ignored the barrier to obtaining the user data to effectively enter the market as a viable competitor. A company could buy the exact same servers as Google and hire brilliant scientists, but it still would lack the large network of users needed to deliver the behavioral targeted ads that advertisers want.

Manne and Wright were more willing to admit that “additional end users may increase the value of Google’s (or any other search engine’s) platform to its advertisers.” The authors argued, however, that the higher CPC prices Google charges advertisers create an opportunity for lower-priced competitors to enter the market. But this fails to recognize the link between the network effects and the high fixed costs needed to draw users to the search engine. As discussed above, because of these high fixed costs there is little room for a

87. See 253 F.3d 34, 55 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
89. Bork & Sidak, supra note 13, at 687-92 (discussing the lack of barriers to entry and ability of competitors to supposedly “learn by doing” to compete with Google).
90. Manne & Wright, supra note 23, at 208-11.
91. Id. at 210 (“[T]here may be supply-side economies of scope and scale, but this is neither a unique or uniquely-interesting conclusion, nor one with particularly interesting antitrust implications.”).
competitor to enter with a low CPC rate and small user base.\textsuperscript{92} Since this Google premium on CPC rates dates back years and seems to have been a critical factor in sidelining Yahoo! as a search advertising rival, Google's use of user data does seem to have been a key factor in gaining its current dominance and maintaining it.\textsuperscript{93}

There undoubtedly are structural issues in the search advertising market that reinforce Google's dominance. One key issue that has received specific scrutiny from antitrust regulators in both the United States and Europe is the lack of "data portability" between Google's AdWords platform and competitors' platforms.\textsuperscript{94} Google has made it very burdensome to transfer the ability to manage ad campaigns on alternative platforms, including blocking third-party software from doing so unless the authors obtain written permission from Google.\textsuperscript{95} This lack of transferability encourages many advertisers, especially small ones, just to stick with Google with its far more extensive user base, thereby decreasing bids at alternative platforms.\textsuperscript{96} Studies confirm the intuitive result that having more advertisers bidding for keywords in an auction delivers higher CPC prices.\textsuperscript{97} Thus Google, by being the dominant player and discouraging advertisers from using the competition, further reinforces its dominant position. In its January 2013 settlement, the FTC received a promise

\textsuperscript{92} E. Glen Weyl has argued that when you move away from simplistic economic models and recognize that users will have different economic value to advertisers, such heterogeneity of preferences means that two-sided markets makes monopoly power and distortions more prevalent. Weyl, supra note 16, at 1658 ("[W]hen loyal and marginal users have sharply different preferences, network monopolies have much more complex distortions with large direct network externalities persisting in equilibrium.").

\textsuperscript{93} See Blodget, supra note 76.

\textsuperscript{94} The European Union is focused on the issue of data portability by advertisers. See Kelly Fiveash, Brussels Throws Antitrust Settlement Lifeline to Google: Almunia Urges Schmidt to Offer Quick Fix or Face Possible "Abuse" Charges, REGISTER (May 21, 2012), http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/05/21/joaquin_almunia_google_statement; Press Release, Eur. Comm'n Responsible for Competition Pol'y, Statement of VP Almunia on the Google Antitrust Investigation (May 21, 2012), http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-12-372_en.htm (objecting to "contractual restrictions on software developers which prevent them from offering tools that allow the seamless transfer of search advertising campaigns across AdWords and other platforms").


\textsuperscript{96} See Benjamin Edelman, PPC Platform Competition and Google's "May Not Copy" Restriction, BENEDELMAN.ORG (June 27, 2008), http://www.benedelman.org/news/062708-1.html (stating that Google restrictions "reinforce the tendency of small to medium-sized advertisers to 'single-home'—to use only Google AdWords, to the exclusion of competing platforms").

from Google to reduce its restrictions on data portability to competitors’ ad platforms.\textsuperscript{98}

\textbf{G. Investigating Google’s Control of User Data as One Source of its Dominance}

While some of these structural advantages reinforcing Google’s monopoly might be lessened through creative solutions by government regulators, any real solution will likely still require taking on the broader issue of Google’s overwhelming control of user data and the ways this control might make its dominance nearly unchallengeable.

Google built its dominant position in the search advertising market in part through a series of exclusive contracts that gave it access to an increasing amount of user data. U.S. antitrust regulators should consider whether, because the user data obtained from such exclusive contracts helped lock in Google’s eventual dominance, these contracts illegally foreclosed competitors under antitrust law. This claim of foreclosure\textsuperscript{99} is one of the four core antitrust claims cited by Europe’s chief competition official in its antitrust complaints against Google in May 2012\textsuperscript{100} and has been a focus of U.S. critics of Google as well.\textsuperscript{101}

Whether the deals amounted to illegal foreclosure or not, the company did strengthen its dominant position through contracts to be the exclusive search engine and advertising supplier for a series of high-traffic web sites. These exclusive contracts locked up access to a large number of users whose data would then feed Google’s ongoing dominance. Its largest deal early on was


\textsuperscript{100} See Press Release, Joaquin Almunia, Vice President of European Comm’n for Competition Policy, Statement on the Google Antitrust Investigation (May 21, 2012), http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-12-372_en.doc (objecting that Google’s exclusivity results in “shutting out competing providers of search advertising intermediation services”).

with AOL, but Google also signed a range of contracts with news and other sites, such as News Corporation, where it has provided search and keyword targeted advertising exclusively since 2004.102

Google defenders such as Manne and Wright dismiss this worry noting that such “competition for the contract” is endemic in competition throughout the economy.103 In fact, they argue that the potential of gaining exclusive contracts with large customers is actually pro-competitive, since it creates an opening for upstart firms to gain a large enough initial market to take on dominant firms and scale up.

However, in the “winner-take-all” markets common in the online sector, such as search advertising, these exclusive contracts by a dominant firm may, as the D.C. Circuit argued in Microsoft, help keep a competitor “below the critical level necessary . . . to pose a real threat” to the monopolist.104 In the case of Google, the exclusive contracts were an opportunity to collect more user data and make each subsequent contract even more likely given the self-reinforcing strength of Google’s search advertising platform as it gathered more data compared to rivals. Or as Jonathan Rosenberg, Google’s own VP of Product Management and Marketing, explained in an unguarded statement in 2008:

We get more users because we have more advertisers because we can buy distribution on sites that understand that our search engine monetizes better. So more users more information, more information more users, more advertisers more users, it’s a beautiful thing, lather, rinse, repeat, that’s what I do for a living. So that’s . . . the engine that can’t be stopped.105

That Google’s own executives argue that its control of user data has helped create a self-reinforcing circle that has strengthened its dominance should encourage antitrust regulators to investigate how Google obtained that user data and how it uses it to extend its dominance.

As the rest of this Article will detail, if Google’s control of user data is the source of its monopoly power, there are broad implications. It would explain why Google has spread into producing smart phone operating systems, email systems, video sites, e-commerce projects, and its broad range of other endeavors. All of these actions strengthen the breadth and depth of Google’s database of information on individuals in ways that are almost impossible for

103. Manne & Wright, supra note 23, at 230-31 (citing Paddock Publ’ns, Inc. v. Chi. Tribune Co., 103 F.3d 42, 45 (7th Cir. 1996) ("Competition-for-the-contract is a form of competition that antitrust laws protect rather than proscribe, and it is common."); Menasha Corp. v. News Am. Mktg. In-Store, Inc., 354 F.3d 661, 663 (7th Cir. 2004)).
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competitors to match. And if, as argued above, Google’s higher CPC rates come from its dominance of user data, its monopoly appears to be almost unassailable by market forces. Antitrust and other regulatory actions are the only avenue for reform.

II. Control of Personal Data as a New Kind of Weapon for Competitive Dominance

Ultimately, Google’s ability to demand higher CPC rates from its advertisers seems dependent on its ability to extract private information from the users of its “consumer” products. Thus, the privacy violations that many consumer advocates worry about drive the monopoly power that antitrust critics of Google should worry about.

As former Federal Trade Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour, who dissented from an FTC decision allowing Google to take over the online display ad company, Doubleclick,106 has argued, the key goal for Google has been aggregating personal data. Its revenue “derives from the accumulation of data, which can then be put to myriad commercial uses [where] individual consumers . . . may or may not realize that they are paying for ‘free’ information or services by disclosing their personal information.”107 In a nutshell, Google’s whole business model is based on getting users to give up their private information, allowing Google to trade its knowledge about them to advertisers to better tailor ads and enhance the payoff of advertising for firms.

The first Section of this Part will show Google did not just inherit its business advantage through its innovation in search engine technology. Instead, Google has aggressively expanded its control of user data by expanding into new product sectors to collect additional user data, reinforcing its core search advertising monopoly. The next Section outlines how Google’s increasing presence in e-commerce is less about immediate revenue and more about developing a profile of users throughout the buying process. The Part also underscores that Google’s tying of its own products into its search engine, like many more traditional tying arrangements, reinforces monopoly power, in this case by allowing Google to add to its pool of data on users.

Beyond Google’s expansion into tied markets for user data, the latter Section of this Part will outline how Google’s “bad acts” have included multiple illegal violations of user privacy in pursuit of user data. Google has illegally ignored and bypassed consent of users. It also has leveraged its control of the Android platform to reinforce its dominant control of online user


information and to destroy the financial viability of potential competitors that might use such products as a potential base for their own advertising platform to challenge Google.

There is no exact equivalent in antitrust law precedent to Google’s control of user data such that any potential competitor cannot obtain enough user data to be a threat to the company’s key search advertising market. In many ways, Google’s dominance is analogous to other monopolists’ attempts to deny key inputs to rivals, such as metals, or, possibly of more relevance, to the illegal attempt by Microsoft to eliminate the nascent threat of Internet browsers to its operating system monopoly by choking off Netscape’s distribution. As the D.C. Circuit observed in Microsoft, courts can infer antitrust liability “when exclusionary conduct is aimed at producers of nascent competitive technologies as well as when it is aimed at producers of established substitutes.”

A. Google’s Expansion into New Consumer Products Reinforced its Search Advertising Domination by Increasing its Control over User Data

At the core of Google’s aggressive expansion of control over user data in recent years has been its rapid extension into a wide range of related product lines where it could collect even more personal information about online users to sell to its advertisers.

Early on, Google created its online email service Gmail, which gave it another online canvas to place ads and collect further data on user habits by analyzing email text. This was followed by a string of projects from calendars, to its YouTube video service, to its Chrome web browser, to its Android mobile operating system, to its Google+ social network. Typical of its approach in sweeping into a sector, Google distributed its Android operating system for wireless devices to multiple manufacturers for free beginning in 2008. Google did this in order to create an alternative to the iPhone, which was rapidly becoming dominant in the smartphone sector. One of Google’s key goals in creating a mobile operating system was to gain access to data on users’ locations to feed into its search advertising engine.


109. Microsoft Co., 253 F.3d at 79.

110. Id.


112. See infra Section II.C.
In the video product market, Google owns YouTube, which attracts 4 billion views per day and has more search queries than Bing, meaning that Google actually runs the first and second most popular search engines on the Internet. Moreover, it is radically expanding its reach into other sectors of the television market. This includes launching versions of its Google TV standard for accessing online content via television, including direct installation in smart TVs, its set-top boxes (recently rebranded Android TV) and its Chromecast devices. All of this means that Google will increasingly be able to track consumers’ use of their remotes, nudge them towards Google’s content, and allow Google to better target ads based on its knowledge of user viewing habits. Google also has committed hundreds of millions of dollars to creating “niche” YouTube channels, led by major institutions and personalities, ranging from Madonna to the Wall Street Journal, to better segment online viewers by particular tastes and demographic niches, all the better to serve up targeted ads based on those differentiated viewing habits.

Google’s promotion of free products online is not an act of charity, but what Bill Gurley called the creation of “moats” around Google’s “economic castle”: online search advertising. Gurley argued:

Android, as well as Chrome and Chrome OS for that matter, are not “products” in the classic business sense. They have no plan to become their own “economic castles.” Rather they are very expensive and very aggressive “moats,” funded by the height and magnitude of Google’s castle. Google is also scorching the earth for 250 miles around the outside of the castle to ensure no one can approach it.

In legal terms, this is analogous to what the D.C. Circuit held Microsoft did when it sought to undermine rivals in the so-called “middleware sector” of online applications like browsers, and the Java programming language. The goal for Microsoft was not monopolization of those related sectors, and in fact


the Court specifically declined to find liability for monopolization in those sectors. Instead, Microsoft’s “efforts to gain market share in one market (browsers) served to meet the threat to Microsoft’s monopoly in another market (operating systems).”119 Similarly, Google need not control related markets like mobile operating systems, or online email, but need only deny potential rivals access to the critical mass of user data across those markets necessary to become viable competitors in Google’s core search advertising “castle.” The ongoing expansion of Google’s own data storehouse through collecting additional user data in those related markets enhances the price advertisers are willing to pay for those advertising services. This further reinforces Google’s monopoly advantage over any potential entrant in its core search advertising.

What is notable is that even comprehensive law review articles by Google defenders like Bork and Sidak120 and Manne and Wright121 failed to discuss how collection of user data from the range of Google’s consumer products like Android and YouTube fits into its business model. Instead, they held onto the fiction that search is an isolated product that can be analyzed separately from all the other user products providing data to Google’s core search advertising platform.

Each individual user product Google created may not have consolidated the company’s monopoly by itself, but, taken together, the products have left little room for any rival to attain the collective mass of user data necessary to become a competitive threat to Google in search advertising. The Court has found that antitrust claims are not confined to single acts, but rather that an agglomeration of acts can add up to the destruction of competition in a market leading to antitrust liability.122

B. E-Commerce and Integrated User Profiles as Tools to Track User Behavior

In its early days, Google was almost like a common carrier: it helped users find their end destination, then sent them on their way to other websites via the blue links on a search results page. Google collected a tidy sum based on advertising on those search results pages, but others reaped the customers’ end purchase.

Google has moved to change that dynamic in favor of keeping users from leaving the mother platform—looping them through interconnected Google

120. Bork & Sidak, supra note 13.
121. Manne & Wright, supra note 23.
122. See Cont’l Ore Co. v. Union Carbide & Carbon Co., 370 U.S. 690, 699 (1962) (“Plaintiffs should be given the full benefit of [their] proof without tightly compartmentalizing the various factual components.”); see also Alvord-Polk, Inc. v. F. Schumacher & Co., 37 F.3d 996, 1007 (3d Cir. 1994) (finding that plaintiff antitrust claim against wallpaper manufacturers could go forward based on series of actions by defendants and citing Continental); Aspen Highlands Skiing Co. v. Aspen Skiing Co., 738 F.2d 1509, 1522 n.18 (1984) (finding that six types of conduct should be considered not individually, but as a whole to determine liability).
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search, services, and e-commerce sites—and allowing Google to collect a direct slice of the e-commerce pie and, probably more importantly, allowing Google to better track users throughout their whole online and, increasingly, offline lives.123

Google’s Eric Schmidt highlighted the company’s new direction at the 2011 “D: All Things Digital” conference, where he raised the goal of Google delivering answers to search queries that did not deliver links to other websites.124 Schmidt noted in the talk that this goal is “exactly what drove the acquisition of ITA,”125 the flight-data company. This will allow Google to respond to a search for “flights from Boston to Chicago” with direct information on flights and schedules. Google’s page about the acquisition notes that Google purchased ITA to get beyond “the traditional 10 blue links” of a Google search page and start providing the information directly.126

That fits with another 2011 Google announcement, the launch of a new Google Advisor site.127 On the site, consumers can receive offers on mortgages, credit cards, CDs, and checking accounts. Google will channel offers directly to consumers, collecting a fee from whatever financial company the user contacts. And of course, Google adds to its storehouse of information on each user. This will then be a subset of the rest of its burgeoning e-commerce empire. Google already runs Google Product Search,128 but the company also acquired Sparkbuy,129 a comparison shopping site, apparently less for the website itself than for the expertise of its staff in enhancing Google’s own e-commerce systems. Add in its 2012 “Trusted Stores” initiative, where companies will have to pay Google a fee in order to be listed in Google’s shopping searches,130 and its Google Offers program (similar to Groupon), and Google will be

offering an integrated social networking hub for their local e-commerce outreach to customers as well.\(^{131}\)

Tying all this together potentially is the introduction of Google Wallet, a system to make payments for goods in the real world using your cell phone.\(^{132}\) Linked to the Android operating system initially, Google hopes to extend it to other phones as well.\(^{133}\) Google has used its control over apps for its Android system to pressure developers to use the Google Wallet system for collecting payments from customers\(^{134}\) and will deploy Wallet in phones to better promote Google Wallet as part of cell phone sales.\(^{135}\)

As with everything Google, direct revenue from the service is probably secondary to the new data the company will now be able to collect on user behavior to enhance their value to advertisers and justify demanding a share in the end purchase price. And the payoff of Wallet will be the chance to actually observe the full lifecycle of users seeing a Google ad, clicking on it, storing the offer, then seeing which ones actually lead to a purchase. Every click of the button at a checkout counter with Google Wallet will deliver invaluable data on purchasing behavior. Advertising campaigns and their success will be able to be tracked continually from initial display on a website to final purchase. This will deliver nearly the whole lifecycle of financial behavior to Google: the goods and terms people use to search for products, the ads they click on that are associated with those search terms, the offers they download, and their purchases and redemption of offers.

Google furthered its goal of creating as integrated a user profile as possible with two other initiatives: changing its official privacy rules such that users would have only one integrated profile across all Google products, and launching its Google+ social networking service. Before the user privacy policy change, Google claimed that data collected when a user viewed YouTube was in a separate silo from data collected when a user used Google search, for example. After the policy change, all the data on users from any Google product they are logged into will be integrated to help advertisers better target their advertising. Users could theoretically create multiple accounts for different services, but that would require repeatedly logging into and out of the


different accounts. Even with separate accounts, one would still need to use separate browsers for different services to avoid the cookies and other tools that help Google and advertisers track user behavior. Regulators in Europe are already concerned about YouTube data being integrated into a combined user profile. Six out of the sixty-nine questions sent to Google by France’s privacy regulator CNIL, on behalf of its fellow European regulators, focused fully or partly on YouTube data sharing.

The company launched Google+ with an explicit aim to better integrate user data across Google’s services. Vic Gundotra, Google’s vice president for engineering, described Google+ as a new tool to deliver a “socially enhanced ad at the time of intent,” such as when users search for a microwave just before they intend to buy it, rather than placing “an ad placed randomly in a social stream,” making reference to the perceived ineffectiveness of Facebook ads. Or, as Matt Rosoff summarized:

[The Google+ service is bait. All Google wants you to do is create a profile and link to some friends with it. After that, Google really doesn’t care if you never visit again. As long as you sign in for any other Google service (like Gmail), and then recommend an ad or a Web site once in a while, so Google can put that information in front of your other Google friends, all is well with the world.]

Whether a user is watching videos on YouTube, sending email from a Gmail account, checking for updates at Google News, checking their location on an Android phone, or buying a product through Google Offers, this data feeds the accumulating profile that Google has not only on the user as an individual, but on aggregated profiles of people like them that Google can package for its advertisers in ads broadcast on any and all of those products.

---


139. Many analysts note that Facebook ads seem relatively ineffective. See, e.g., Matthew Ingram, Questionable Value of Facebook Ads Hangs Over Its IPO, GIGAOM (May 3, 2012), http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-05-03/questionable-value-of-facebook-ads-hangs-over-its-ipo ("[C]lick-through rates for Facebook ads are still tiny: on the order of .05 percent. That’s substantially worse than the industry average.").


141. The level of tracking desired is highlighted by a recent patent by Google for targeting ads based on background noise when voice instruction is used (e.g., if you use voice control at a sports game, Google will use the background sounds to identify the event and target ads to you related
C. Tying, Data Collection and the Google Business Model

As outlined above in Sections A and B of this Part, Google has tied a whole range of product sectors into its core search advertising product. This is a broad anticompetitive problem under antitrust law. Given the unique aspects of Google’s market—selling targeted advertising based on consumer’s use of multiple Google products—the dynamics of its tying activities differ in detail from other examples discussed by courts in the past, but the dynamics of how these tying activities reinforce monopoly power are similar. The company’s creation of a single user data profile system across all its products means that a user is never truly using one product separately, but rather providing data used by advertisers across all of Google’s products.

The way Google ties users’ use of multiple products into its core search advertising platform to build a valuable cache of new user data is somewhat distinct from the ways that Google favors its own e-commerce and other product offerings in its core search engine, discussed below. But the two forms of tying are connected: to the extent that Google favors its own products, like Google Maps, YouTube, etc., in its search engine results, it benefits from collecting additional user data, and its ability to deliver ads in those services. Google Search’s favoritism toward other Google products has attracted antitrust scrutiny both in the United States and Europe.\(^{142}\) Europe has investigated whether Google deliberately lowers the ranking of unpaid search results of competing services. For example, Google was accused of making Foundem, a UK-based search engine, effectively disappear from Google’s natural search results for three years.\(^{143}\)

Google defenders Bork and Sidak narrowly framed this issue as whether “Google is trying to direct consumers to specialized results so that it can extract additional revenue from advertisements on specialized search results pages [such as Google Maps or other Google owned sites].”\(^{144}\) They concluded that “if Google were already earning monopoly rents in general search, it could not increase its total profits by acquiring market power in specialized search.”\(^{145}\) In their view, any additional advertising revenue Google might gain from such favored tying of its general search to specialized search results would come completely at the expense of losses in income from its general search

---


\(^{144}\) Bork & Sidak, supra note 13, at 675.

\(^{145}\) Id. at 676.
advertising. This is an application of the Chicago School’s single monopoly-profit theorem.146

Even within the narrow framework Bork and Sidak proposed, which ignored the user data collection problem, the standard Chicago School dismissal of monopoly tying has been challenged repeatedly in recent years.147 For example, Einer Elhauge has argued that the monopoly-profit theorem is largely a theoretical construct, applying only where markets are “perfectly competitive” and “rivals face no entry or fixed costs, have constant marginal costs that do not vary with output [and] have incentives to always price at cost.”148 Most of these do not apply to search advertising which has high fixed costs and many incentives to undercut rivals, given the winner-take-all nature of the market, as shown by Google’s zero-cost consumer products given away to gain user data.

Critics of the monopoly-profit theorem have argued that it ignores the way tying can deter entry by rivals by making entry profits lower than entry costs149 and leverage dominance of emerging technologies by preventing a potentially more efficient firm from gaining in the new market.150 As Elhauge notes, the Supreme Court has been skeptical of any consumer gains from tying in cases ranging from Jefferson Parish Hospital District151 to Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Services.152 The D.C. Circuit affirmed in the Microsoft case that such tying can easily be used to protect existing monopoly power, based on the fact that Microsoft feared that future browsers could be the launching pad for new applications in competition with its operating system.153

As this Article has highlighted, however, the issue for Google is not simply a tradeoff of more or less revenue from general versus specialized search as Bork and Sidak assumed, but, rather, its ability to also collect more user data to reinforce its overall search advertising profits. Thus, the antitrust danger of Google tying search to the rest of its network of user products, as


148. Elhauge, supra note 99, at 413.

149. See id.; Whinston, supra note 147, at 840, 846.


well as the broader problem of collecting user data that feeds its advertising engine, becomes clearer. Unlike Bork and Sidak’s model of Google increasing its share of specialized search at the expense of its general search share, additional specialized search data on users increases the value of the general search advertising that Google sells. In the realm of information-based markets like search advertising, the Chicago School model ignores that tying allows firms to collect exclusive knowledge about consumers in the market vis-à-vis potential rivals, an economic process information economists like Joseph E. Stiglitz have emphasized.154

As a general matter, tying raises antitrust concerns in part because it facilitates price discrimination, i.e., charging different prices to different consumers. As the Court wrote in Jefferson Parish, tying “can increase the social costs of market power by facilitating price discrimination, thereby increasing monopoly profits over what they would be absent the tie.”155 In the case of Google, tying also enables price discrimination. This is an issue we will return to in Part III dealing with the harm to consumers from Google’s monopoly. As will be discussed, the ways Google’s tying enable price discrimination by its advertisers are more complicated than the simpler forms of price discrimination that the courts have highlighted, but they emphasize the limited application of the simple models of Google’s behavior promoted by its Chicago School defenders.

Google’s expansion and tying practices have also undercut any chance specialized search sites might evolve into more general competitors. Manne and Wright argue that Google faces sufficient competition from the many specialized search sites because they attract “high-value traffic” where the expertise of such specialized search engines can outpace Google’s “nontargeted, lower value traffic.”156 What they ignore is that Google’s broad data collection on users means that its user targeting can be far more precise because it brings to bear everything from the location of the search user, to her recent video viewing habits. Any specialization by interest of a particular specialized site may be overwhelmed, especially in the eyes of advertisers, by the far broader and more in-depth behavioral information Google brings to bear in targeting both search results and advertisements at users.

Google’s favoring of its own content adds an even greater data advantage. Google can combine specialized search data with its broader behavioral data, which is unavailable to any specialized search competitors. This helps give it another competitive advantage versus potential rivals seeking to enter the search advertising sector. The FTC in January 2013 found that, in the abstract,
a search engine favoring its own content was not a clear antitrust violation.\textsuperscript{157} The Commission, however, did not reach the issue of whether favoring its own product enhances Google’s control of user data. It is not the failure to be search neutral that is the problem, but rather the extended control of user data that Google gains from keeping users on its own sites that is the potential antitrust concern. If Google has violated antitrust law by monopolizing online search advertising and aggressively working to entrench its dominance, then further attempts to extend that control of user data could be found illegal as well. Thus, imposing search neutrality on Google might then be an important remedy to restrain Google’s search advertising monopoly.

It is worth emphasizing that the harm to Google’s users from such tying is likely to show up in the longer-term entrenchment of Google’s monopoly and increased costs to consumers from later price discrimination by advertisers facilitated by Google. Those costs will not be evident to users in the short-term, especially in “free” products. For these reasons, it will be ineffective to rely on market decisions by those users to restrain Google’s monopoly, again emphasizing why antitrust action—and not merely market correctives—is needed to correct the problem.

\textbf{D. Google’s String of Illegal Activity in Pursuit of User Data}

Beyond entrenching its monopoly on search advertising by expanding into new online markets to control new user data, Google has even more directly used its market power to coerce allies in ways that fortify its position and engaged in flatly illegal activities to reinforce its control of user data. Commentators like David Balto can only claim no “bad acts” on Google’s resume\textsuperscript{158} by ignoring years of illegitimate actions by Google as it became the dominant controller of online user data.

One example of Google’s drive for user data is the controversy it caused through its Google Street View project. In this program, cars drove up and down streets on five continents, ostensibly to photograph streets and buildings to enhance its Google Maps product. But it turned out that the project’s more important goal, for the company, was to identify WiFi hotspots for routers throughout the world. The company could then use those locations in combination with GPS technology in smartphones to pinpoint user locations more precisely at any time. The controversy deepened when it was revealed that Google had accessed and downloaded massive amounts of data from unencrypted WiFi hotspots in people’s homes, including personal emails and


\textsuperscript{158} See Balto, supra note 11.
data revealing everything from people’s medical histories, to their sexual preferences, to marital infidelity.\textsuperscript{159}

This caused multiple nations, including France,\textsuperscript{160} the United Kingdom,\textsuperscript{161} Spain, Canada, New Zealand, and other countries\textsuperscript{162} to sanction the company. The most dramatic action was in South Korea, where police seized hard drives from Google, displaying them like a drug bust for the media.\textsuperscript{163} In the United States, Google compounded its violations of personal privacy by resisting disclosing what exactly it had done and why. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) finally found the company guilty of “willfully” ignoring subpoenas and delaying investigations, fining the company $25,000 in a twenty-five page condemnation in April 2012 that concluded, “Google’s failure to cooperate with the Bureau was in many or all cases deliberate.”\textsuperscript{164} Whether the collection of unencrypted personal data was illegal under the federal wiretap law is unclear. A federal judge refused a motion to dismiss based on the defense that the data was unencrypted and therefore exempted from the wiretap law,\textsuperscript{165} but the FCC assumed in its decision that the unencrypted data likely was exempted.\textsuperscript{166} Regardless, the result of Google’s conduct was enhanced location data on individuals’ neighborhoods around the world that strengthened its geolocation services dominance.

In introducing its Android operating system, Google framed itself as resisting Apple’s monopoly in the smartphone market,\textsuperscript{167} but in fact Google

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[164.] See Notice of Apparent Liability for Forfeiture, supra note 159, at 21. The Commission’s comments were almost snarky, stating “[a]lthough a world leader in digital search capability, Google took the position that searching its employees’ e-mail ‘would be a time-consuming and burdensome task.’” Id. at 19.
\item[165.] See In re Google Inc. St. View Elec. Comm’ns Litig., 794 F. Supp. 2d 1067, 1084 (N.D. Cal. 2011) (finding that “merely pleading that a network is unencrypted does not render that network readily accessible to the general public and serve to remove the intentional interception of electronic communications from that network from liability under the ECPA [the wiretap law]”).
\item[166.] The FCC did not make a definitive legal ruling on the matter, but it “decided not to take enforcement action against Google” in part because there was “no Commission precedent addressing the application of” the federal wiretap law to unencrypted WiFi networks. See Notice of Apparent Liability for Forfeiture, supra note 159, at 23.
\item[167.] Google: We Created Android to Stop an Apple-Dominated Future, ELECTRONISTA (May 20, 2010, 2:50 PM), http://www.electronista.com/articles/10/05/20/google.io.keynote.says.jobs.vision.is.draconian.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
was at the same time using Android as a weapon to maintain its grip on mobile search. More specifically, Google was intent on maintaining its control of geolocation services, and thereby user location information crucial to local advertising markets, which target users based on their location information. As the Google Street View controversy unfolded and the company had to scale back its collection of geolocation data via that method, company executives emphasized internally how it deployed Android smartphones to help continue its geolocation mapping. Android users could collect the same kind of WiFi hotspot data Google Street View cars had previously provided.\(^\text{168}\)

Litigation over intellectual property revealed that, around this time, Android cost Google a large sum to maintain—an estimated $97.7 million for 2010.\(^\text{169}\) This heavy cost was obviously seen as worth it for the company,\(^\text{170}\) because it reinforced its core dominance of online advertising.\(^\text{171}\) Other evidence from a suit brought by geolocation services competitor Skyhook indicated that the company was willing to engage in aggressive anticompetitive actions to ensure that Android yielded as much location data as possible. Skyhook actually pioneered the practice of driving down streets to identify WiFi hotspots to provide location information for phones (although it did not collect personal data the way Google did) and its location-based system is used by a range of competitors to Google’s location-based products, including by Mapquest.\(^\text{172}\) In litigation accusing Google of “tortious interference” in its relations with smartphone manufacturers, Skyhook argued that Google had used its control of Android as leverage to force manufacturers in 2010 to drop Skyhook’s geolocation service in favor of Google’s. This charge of illegal “tying” was exactly the form of illegal action Microsoft was found guilty of

\(^{168}\) In internal emails detailed by the San Jose Mercury News, Android chief Andy Rubin along with other Google executives “emphasized that collecting location data from consumers’ smartphones was ‘extremely valuable to Google,’ and detailed the trouble the company was having with data collection in the wake of a privacy blowup involving Google’s Street View cars.” Mike Swift, Google Emails Highlight Value of Location Data, SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, Apr. 29, 2011, http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_17960065.


\(^{170}\) What is clear is that Android has been a tremendous success on its own terms with Google CEO Larry Page estimating in April 2012 that 850,000 Android devices were being activated each day on top of the 300 million devices already sold over its history with 55 manufacturers and more than 300 carriers globally promoting Android phones. According to the most recent numbers from Nielsen, Android made up more than fifty percent of new smartphone purchases in 2012. See Eric Zeman, Google’s Page: “Android Is On Fire”, INFO. WK. (Apr. 6, 2012, 9:16 AM), http://www.informationweek.com/news/hardware/handheld/232800413.

\(^{171}\) A separate Guardian article noted that Google itself estimates that it has made $543 million from Android from 2008 to 2011, if you include all advertising and app sales, although the article also notes that Google made four times as much from licensing agreements with Apple. Charles Arthur, Google’s Android Has Generated Just $530m Since 2008, Figures Suggest, GUARDIAN, Mar. 20, 2012, http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/mar/29/google-earns-more-iphone-android.

when it told manufacturers they had to install the Internet Explorer web browser as a condition of being allowed to install Windows.\footnote{173}

The crux of Google's alleged abuse was that when Motorola (then entirely independent of Google) and Samsung announced they were going to use Google's rival Skyhook for their location-based services on their Android smartphones, Google began using the threat of refusing approval of their Android deployment to knock Skyhook out of the competition.\footnote{174} Dan Morrill of Google noted in an internal email that pretending the issue was one of "compatibility"\footnote{175} with the Android system was a clear fig leaf: "it's not like it isn't obvious to the OEMs [manufacturers of the smartphones] that we are using compatibility as a club to make them do things we want."\footnote{176}

Emails from the Skyhook litigation laid out Google's strategy for keeping dominance of location-based services: minimize notice to users, maximize data collection, and use control of Android to "club" manufacturers into dropping competitors. While the judge did not find a valid "tortious interference" claim against Google, this was largely because Google's motive to control geolocation data to gain a competitive advantage over its rival was a valid one under its Android contracts with the smartphone manufacturers.\footnote{177} An antitrust claim under the same facts could find the contracts themselves an illegal restraint on competition.

Google's advantage from its control of geolocation data was highlighted by the spectacular public lashing Apple received in fall 2012 for inaccuracies in the mapping app it sought to substitute for Google Maps. The backlash was so severe that software head Scott Forstall, a possible heir to the CEO position, was forced to resign.\footnote{178} The debacle, an analyst wrote, illustrated the challenge
of “catching up to 8 to 10 years worth of geolocation services development and leadership by Google.”

Similarly, Google has benefited from the large initial user base for its YouTube service, acquired in 2006. YouTube’s large user base had its roots at least partly in illegal conduct. The original founders allegedly encouraged massive copyright infringement by users. Regardless of one’s beliefs about holding online companies liable for copyright infringement for content posted on their sites by third parties, antitrust concerns should encourage greater scrutiny of YouTube. This inquiry would examine whether YouTube’s (Google’s) dominance of online video comes not from its own merits as a service, but because users valued it as a gateway to accessing illegal and infringing content, and network effects cemented this early advantage. In any event, because of YouTube’s many users, Google’s acquisition of YouTube exponentially expanded Google’s data about users’ preferences and interests.

Additionally, the FTC has made two legal findings that Google violated privacy and consumer fraud laws in its aggressive pursuit of user data. In the first, the FTC found that when Google launched its original attempt at a social network, Google Buzz, the company “used deceptive tactics and violated its own privacy promises to consumers” in ways that led many of its Gmail users to share personal information unwillingly and automatically on the new social network. The FTC forced Google to agree to a twenty-year consent decree promising to inform users of any changes in its privacy practices in the future and other privacy safeguards, along with annual reporting and monitoring components.

Just a year later, the FTC found that Google had violated the consent decree and fined the company $22.5 million, the largest fine ever for a violation of a Commission order. The FTC found that Google had secretly placed “cookies” to track the online activities of people using the Safari web browser, despite having publicly “told these users they would automatically be opted out of such tracking.” Google had deliberately found a vulnerability in Safari’s “default cookie-blocking setting” in order to collect information for its


180. See Viacom Int’l, Inc. v. YouTube, Inc., 676 F.3d 19, 26, 33 (2d Cir. 2012) (finding that Google knew that “60% of YouTube’s content was ‘premium’ copyrighted content” when it acquired the company and that “a reasonable jury could find that YouTube had actual knowledge or awareness of specific infringing activity on its website”).


advertising purposes, while publicly misrepresenting to users that it was not doing so.\textsuperscript{183}

\textbf{E. How Google's Illegal Maintenance and Expansion of its Control of User Data Opens it Up to Antitrust Liability}

This series of illegal and potentially illegal activities helps sustain the claim that Google's overall drive for control of user data is part of a pattern of exclusionary conduct that satisfies the prerequisites for antitrust liability. While no single illegal act necessarily implies an antitrust violation,\textsuperscript{184} courts have found that a series of illegal or improper actions can add up to section 2 liability.\textsuperscript{185} As the Second Circuit has written, "if monopoly power has been acquired or maintained through improper means, the fact that the power has not been used to extract [a monopoly price] provides no succor to the monopolist."\textsuperscript{186} Where improper means have been used to sustain a monopoly, courts usually simplify their economic analysis with a presumption of harm to consumer welfare, current or future.

When there is a combination of illegal or illegitimate acts backing up monopoly power, judicial precedents do not require proof that any individual act was decisive in creating or maintaining the monopoly. As Daniel Crane notes, antitrust plaintiffs can "combine disparate, independently unlawful acts into a monopoly broth if the plaintiff advances a coherent theory about how the disparate acts combined to injure competition," such as seeking to "starve the rival of resources needed to compete."\textsuperscript{187}

Each of Google's illegal and improper acts, discussed above, fits this definition by being directed toward controlling user data across the Internet, denying that data to competitors, and attaining a relative and absolute


\textsuperscript{184} See Brooke Group Ltd. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 509 U.S. 209, 225 (1993) ("Even an act of pure malice by one business competitor against another does not, without more, state a claim under the federal antitrust laws.").

\textsuperscript{185} See Associated Radio Serv. Co. v. Page Airways, Inc., 624 F.2d 1342, 1356 (5th Cir. 1980) ("[N]o one of the instances of improper conduct, standing alone, would lead to section 2 liability. Taken together, however, they show a pattern of exclusionary behavior sufficient to support the jury's verdict."); see also United States v. Microsoft Co., 253 F.3d 34, 57 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (per curiam); Berkey Photo, Inc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 603 F.2d 263, 274 (2d Cir. 1979).

\textsuperscript{186} Berkey Photo, 603 F.2d at 274.

\textsuperscript{187} Daniel A. Crane, Does Monopoly Broth Make Bad Soup?, 76 ANTITRUST L.J. 663, 673 (2010). In a piece generally arguing against too easily linking illegal acts into an antitrust claim, Crane does cite to the examples of Continental Ore Co. v. Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., 370 U.S. 690 (1962) and Conwood v. United States Tobacco Co., 290 F.3d 768 (6th Cir. 2002), involving section 2 liability for combinations of torts such as trade libel and destroying plaintiff's store racks to injure rivals, as places where aggregating illegal acts may make "perfect sense." Crane, supra, at 670; see also Associated Radio Serv. Co., 624 F.2d at 1358 (noting that "evidence of bribery of customers' representatives or of the employee of the supplier, viewed in the context of evidence of other exclusionary conduct, could be probative of a section 2 violation").
advantage in that control versus potential rivals to strengthen its monopoly in search advertising. Ultimately, Google’s monopoly in online search advertising is unassailable because no other company combines such a diverse set of data on users or is capable of deploying an ad at the “time of intent” when people search for a product or service. Given the premium CPC Google can charge advertisers because of its superiority in targeting users, combined with the fixed costs in maintaining such a multi-product platform to access this breadth of user data, Google will not face viable competition without antitrust action by government agencies. Moreover, Google’s aggressive expansion of its control of user data, through both its tying of its core search advertising engine into new product sectors and its often illegal acquisitions of user data, leaves the company subject to section 2 liability, since it fulfills the “bad acts” requirement of section 2.

III. The Consumer Harm from Google’s Monopoly Practices

Google’s monopoly can be seen as harming both the business consumers of its advertising services and the users of its consumer products. For an advertising company like Google, a monopoly position that leads to higher costs charged to advertisers, which are inevitably passed onto consumers of the final goods, is enough to establish consumer harm warranting antitrust action. Some of the resources Google used to obtain that monopoly position in the first place also represent a loss to society. These are dead weight costs, designed to shore up Google’s dominant position, rather than increase overall welfare. For example, many of the maneuvers involved in tying markets together involve a range of misallocation costs. The costs for Google of acquiring and processing user data could constitute additional wasted resources if these costs are spent to maintain monopoly power. As discussed in detail below, Google’s breadth of data on users allows behavioral profiling by its advertisers which, in turn, imposes a range of losses for consumers.

Beyond these more straightforward general consumer harms, however, are harms that have not arisen in past antitrust cases, but will become increasingly important in the age of e-commerce. These include the loss of private data
experienced by users—and their “selling” of that data to Google at too low a price because of the lack of other options. They also include Google facilitating exploitive price discrimination by advertisers by allowing them to target Google’s users using the wealth of information Google has about them. I explored these issues in greater detail in a recent piece published in the *William Mitchell Law Review*. The following is a short summary of the issues of consumer harm discussed in that piece. These harms fall into roughly three categories: (1) loss of private data at an artificially low price due to Google’s monopoly position; (2) higher prices potentially charged by advertisers due to price discrimination facilitated by use of that data in targeted advertising; and (3) Google enabling use of that data for illegal and more generally exploitive uses by unethical businesses.

**A. Google’s Monopoly Position Means Users Give Away Personal Data When They Might Otherwise Not or at Too Low a Price**

End users underestimate the economic value of the personal data they share with Google in exchange for accessing its services. Because Google does not pay for the data, and users do not pay to use Google products, the result is essentially a zero nominal price barter exchange. Like most barter economies, pricing is opaque and creates opportunities for economic arbitrage by the sophisticated side of the barter transaction—i.e., Google.

A large part of the problem is that multiple studies show most users do not even understand that their private data shared with online companies like Google are being shared with third parties to assist in marketing and advertising. Sharing such data is a default when signing up with a service, with little useful information given to users to educate them about the consequences of sharing their data, despite studies clearly showing a desire by users to share far less of their data than they do. Consumers’ loss of privacy,
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despite their expressed concern (and based on some degree of ignorance about how their data is used), reflects one part of the consumer harm from Google’s dominance.

The lack of competition for Google reduces the likelihood of competitors appearing that would either compete for users by offering better privacy protection or offer a better economic deal for the data that is shared. Google users implicitly are led to believe that a free service is the best deal possible by the dearth of information about what they actually are giving up in their transactions with Google. But there is little reason search engine users should not be directly paid for sharing their data given the high revenues generated per user. Competitors have tried to introduce models where users get a cut of the advertising revenue generated, but they have not sustained the practice because of losses resulting from the high fixed costs and low CPC rates detailed above.

B. The Consumer Harm from Price Discrimination Facilitated by Google’s Monopoly

There is a flip side to the consumer harm from giving away their data at too low a price, and it is why advertisers are willing to pay so much for search advertising tailored with that data. Some of that value is no doubt how it helps companies find customers interested in their products, but the darker part of the story is that it helps advertisers segment the market and offer different groups of customers the same product or service at different prices, forms of price discrimination that end up being invisible to those customers. Advertisers are able to exploit the fact that different people have different maximum prices they are willing to pay, the so-called “pain point” after which they will not buy the product.

Economists believe that where customers know all pricing options, as is partly true in airline travel, price discrimination can benefit consumers. But privacy online); Kristen Purcell et al., Search Engine Use 2012, PEW RES. CENTER: PEW INTERNET & AM. LIFE PROJECT 2 (Mar. 9, 2012), http://www.pewinternet.org/files/old-media//Files/Reports/2012/PIP_Search_Engine_Use_2012.pdf (noting that seventy-three percent of the American public were opposed to search engines even tracking their search history).


197. IAN AYRES, SUPER CRUNCHERS 173 (2007) (analyzing ways firms use data mining to set individualized coupon discounts even at traditional stores and noting "[firms] are becoming more adept at figuring out how much pricing pain individual consumers are willing to endure and still come back for more").

198. See WILLIAM W. FISHER III & TALHA SYED, INFECTION: THE HEALTH CRISIS IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD AND WHAT WE SHOULD DO ABOUT IT (forthcoming),
price discrimination is likely to harm consumers in aggregate when they largely are ignorant of all pricing options. Data mining and targeted Internet advertising allows sellers to make different advertising offers to particular groups of consumers based on correlations derived from past behavior or user location. These pricing differences are essentially invisible to anyone charged a higher price or missing out on a coupon. In these situations, advertisers can evaluate the likely costs of different consumers doing the work to figure out the different pricing, and advertisers accordingly set prices in ways that extract the maximum revenue from each transaction.\textsuperscript{199} Average prices in such a regime of obscured prices and seller price discrimination are likely to end up higher than any model of competitive prices where all price information is openly known and advertised.\textsuperscript{200}

Hal Varian, Google’s own Chief Economist, argued in a 2005 article that targeted advertising, when combined with price discrimination, will increase seller profits largely at the expense of consumer welfare.\textsuperscript{201} Rosa-Branca Esteves and Joana Resende, in more recent research, highlight the ways that, because of the low costs of online advertising,\textsuperscript{202} such online price discrimination can reduce consumer surplus to the advantage of corporate profits.\textsuperscript{203} Their models imply that “average prices with mass advertising (non-discrimination) are below those with targeted advertising,” and these models accord with the idea that firms will target certain consumers with promotions while enjoying higher prices paid by consumers unaware of discounts offered to others.\textsuperscript{204} One primary focus of an antitrust investigation by federal agencies should be how widespread price discrimination enabled by Google’s data is among Google’s advertisers and how it may increase their profits at the expense of consumers.
C. Google Facilitates Unethical and Illegal Exploitation of Consumers

The availability of such a detailed and integrated profile of users in the hands of a single dominant search advertising company also enables firms engaged in what long-time Internet analyst Jaron Lanier has called the "tawdry" side of capitalism to find and exploit victims for a range of economic scams. This includes the possibility of online racial profiling of consumers, as well as advertisers offering products that exploit the financial ignorance of many consumers. One example is Google's role in the subprime mortgage crisis; a significant portion of Google's profits in the mid-2000s was derived from advertisers involved in subprime lending. Financial firms remain a bedrock of Google's revenue base, with many of those advertisers coming from the more bottom-feeding areas of the industry, including payday loan lenders, and scam "loan modification" firms preying on desperate homeowners with underwater mortgages. The latter were removed from Google's search engine only after the U.S. Treasury Department asked Google to do so. In 2011, Google agreed to pay a $500 million civil fine to the federal government for having knowingly assisted illegal pharmacies sell fake prescription medicine to ill individuals and market illegal steroids. While some competitors might have taken the same ads, that Google faced little reputational backlash or threat of lost customers highlights the potential consumer harm of its dominance in the advertising sector.


206. See Jorge Rivas, Google Calls Racial Profiling Claims "Wildly Inaccurate", COLORLINES (Sept. 28, 2011, 10:10 AM), http://colorlines.com/archives/2011/09/google_responds_to_preliminary_study_says_their_ads_dont_racially_profile.html ("[A] user's browsing history, their location and IP information... presumably could also be folded into the personalized search algorithm to surmise a lot more than your race.").


208. Larry Kim, The Most Expensive Keywords in Google AdWords, WORDSTREAM (July 18, 2011), http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2011/07/18/most-expensive-google-adwords-keywords (showing that 45.8% of the top 10,000 advertising keywords fall in the financial services categories).


IV. Remedies to Address Google’s Monopoly

What is clear is that "the market" is not correcting Google’s overwhelming dominance of online search advertising and the related problem of Google’s violations of user privacy. Because Google’s dominance is tied to its data-collecting services and its leveraging these services for strategic power and privacy-compromising practices, antitrust remedies demand a combination of changes in order to reduce Google’s concentrated power over user data.

What is needed is coordinated government action to determine exactly how data mining and behavioral profiling by Google strengthen its dominance and harm consumer welfare. As will be discussed, the complexity of disentangling Google’s dominance emphasizes the more general point that earlier intervention is more warranted in technology markets because dislodging incumbents requires more complex remedies than traditional antitrust divestiture solutions.

Broadly, remedies can address Google’s dominance in three major ways, both separately and in combination: (1) reduce Google’s control of user data; (2) create a real market for user data by empowering users; and (3) impose public interest obligations on Google to restrain damage to consumer welfare.

A. Remedy Approach 1: Reduce Google’s Control of User Data

As discussed in Part I, Google’s most straightforward monopoly violations are its restrictions on advertisers’ ability to easily use competing online advertising platforms such as Microsoft’s Ad Center. Remedies would include eliminating any contractual limits on advertisers “multi-homing” their advertising campaigns on multiple platforms and eliminating restrictions on software tools to easily manage ad campaigns on multiple platforms.

But, unless Google’s disproportionate control of user data is reduced, these remedies are unlikely to make any rival search advertising platform economically viable. There are a number of possible tools for reducing Google’s share of user data and advertising online. The option that resembles most traditional antitrust remedies would divest Google of some of its user products, such as Gmail, YouTube, Google Offers, or its Android ecosystem, which harvest user data for the company. This would serve the dual purposes of reducing the overall data advantage Google has over existing advertising competitors, and it potentially would create additional competitors with a compelling base of user data to compete with Google within the online advertising market. A critical mass of firms competing for users ideally would give rise to: (1) payments to users for access to their data; and (2) more competition to preserve data privacy for users who value their privacy more than any potential payments.

213. See supra Part I.
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Because no firm would have the same integrated profile of users that Google currently has from the multiplicity of sources it currently controls, the threat of integrated profiling of users would be reduced. Much of the concern about Google’s recent changes to its privacy policy, both in the United States and by European privacy regulators, was explicitly that rich sources of user data from search would be combined with data on video viewing habits to create a much more intrusive user profile. Separating these assets into different companies would greatly reduce those privacy concerns by having less integrated profiles of each user in any one hand, while eliminating the dominance Google has in search advertising through its current control of those integrated profiles.

Within its core search product, a similar option would be to require Google to adopt some version of “search neutrality” where it cannot favor its own e-commerce related links. The point is not necessarily that directing users to its own e-commerce sites is itself an antitrust violation, but that harvesting the data from doing so reinforces its broader monopoly on control of user data—a distinction that few Google defenders make when opposing search neutrality. While there are legal and practical challenges to implementing such “search neutrality,” which we will return to, restricting Google’s ability to use its search engine to further collect data on users through bias in its organic search results would reduce Google’s overall access to user data.

B. Remedy Approach 2: Strengthen Market for User Data and Privacy

The problem with merely focusing on strengthening Google’s competitors is that more companies competing to extract user data is not ideal from a

__214. See supra Part II; CNIL, supra note 137.__

__215. Some Google critics, especially in Europe, do argue this, just as many Google defenders focus on the consumer side of search as a “product” that is not monopolized. But the point of this Article is that it is the harvesting of user data in the context of Google’s overall dominance of search advertising that is the problem. Addressing search neutrality is therefore approached as a remedy for a separate antitrust problem, not an antitrust problem unto itself.__

__216. Daniel Crane is a good example. In his Search Neutrality as an Antitrust Principle, Crane emphasizes only search and the sources of queries on other sites, rather than the role of user data as a source of revenue when used in search advertising. See Daniel Crane, Search Neutrality as an Antitrust Principle, 19 GEO. MASON L. REV. 1199, 1203 (2012) (“[E]ven if a particular search engine were dominant as a search vehicle, search engines are not necessarily dominant when it comes to reaching websites.”).__

__217. Ammori and Pelican contend that search neutrality would force Google to “deal” with competitors based on a form of quasi-regulatory oversight, arguing that the Court has stated that courts should not “impose a duty to deal that it cannot . . . reasonably supervise.” Ammori & Pelican, supra note 32, at 12 (citing Verizon Commc’ns, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398, 415 (2004)). Manne and Wright lean heavily on Trinko in their legal arguments as well. Manne & Wright, supra note 23, at 239-42. However, the Trinko Court made clear that in that telecommunications case, “the existence of a regulatory structure designed to deter and remedy anticompetitive harm” was a prime source of the Court’s reluctance to act, in contrast to situations, which the case of Google surely fits, where “[t]here is nothing built into the regulatory scheme which performs the antitrust function.” 540 U.S. at 412 (citing Silver v. New York Stock Exchange, 373 U.S. 341, 358 (1963)).__
privacy standpoint (even if some might compete by offering more privacy or better payments to users for that data). Thus, a better, or at least complementary approach, is to increase consumer control of their data and thereby lessen Google’s—or any company’s—market power through control of such user data.218

In March 2012, the FTC issued a report, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change, that sought to outline a framework for privacy protection for both businesses to adopt voluntarily and, where necessary, that policymakers could mandate as part of general consumer protection.219 The framework includes so-called “Do Not Track” rules for web browsers, such as Google’s Chrome browser, to ensure that user activity can be hidden from advertisers, data portability to allow users to switch easily between email and social networking services and take their data with them, and greater transparency and choice by consumers on where and how they share their data with companies. There is good evidence from Europe that privacy regulation can in fact decrease behavioral tracking of users online.220

The FTC framework also suggests that companies should be required to obtain “express consent” when collecting “sensitive data,” such as health information and other data regulators deem most subject to abuse.221 In the case of Google, whether through regulation or as a specific antitrust remedy, a detailed and explicit “opt-in” consent could be required for any use of the data by third party advertisers.222 Specific express consent should be required for any change or new use of the data in the future. If users were reluctant to invest the time to complete the process of giving such consent, that would actually serve a positive purpose by encouraging Google to offer economic incentives for users to do so. By jumpstarting a real market for user data, not only would requiring consent reverse some of the economic distribution towards Google, it would open up more space for other companies to compete on incentives at that point of friction and thereby ease monopoly concerns. Limiting such an opt-in requirement for sharing data to Google and other similar large players would avoid the problem that general opt-in requirements might lead to users favoring...


220. See Goldfarb & Tucker, supra note 85 (showing in a study using 3.3 million survey responses to 9,596 different online ads that there was a sixty-five percent drop in the effectiveness of banner ads in Europe under the Privacy Directive compared to countries without privacy regulation).

221. FED. TRADE COMMISSION, supra note 219, at viii.

222. Commissioner Rosch, while skeptical of requiring explicit opt-in consent for most sites, argued such a requirement might be appropriate for Google because of its “alleged monopoly power in the search advertising market.” Id. at C-7.
large players to avoid the transaction costs of dealing with multiple, smaller players for their online needs.223

Another way to address the fundamental information asymmetry between Google and its users in pricing the value of their data224 would be to adopt proposals that would require greater transparency in how Google monetizes that data, such as regular reports on the CPC or other payments to Google based on user activities.225 This information, along with greater data portability between services, would encourage a market where users “vote with their feet” (or, more accurately, their data) and demand a greater share of Google’s profits based on that data, switch to competing providers for a better deal, or withhold their data altogether after learning about the use of their data by third parties. Any of those outcomes would lessen Google’s power over user data and decrease the consumer harm from that control.

C. Remedy Approach 3: Have Google Adopt Public Interest Responsibilities to Reduce Monopoly Control

There are good arguments that the first two remedies will fall short of meeting both the antitrust and broader public policy challenges posed by Google’s dominance. Mere individual privacy controls may not deal with the whole problem of the misuse of user data,226 especially given the evidence that companies frustrate even educated users’ attempts to evade online tracking.227

If Google accepted some forms of public interest responsibilities and regulation—potentially in the form of a consent decree as an alternative to divestiture of product lines—that acceptance might spur a more fundamental restructuring of Google’s guardianship of user data to reduce and, ideally, eliminate the consumer harms from data misuse by its advertisers. A clear first


225. Whittington & Hoofnagle, supra note 193, at 1367 (outlining a version of such a proposal).

226. See Frank Pasquale, Beyond Innovation and Competition, 104 NW. U. L. REV. 105, 154 (2010) (“A collective commitment to privacy is far more valuable than a private, transactional approach that all but guarantees a race to the bottom.”); Whittington & Hoofnagle, supra note 193, at 1367 (“Portability and deletion [of user data] are partial remedies because the burden of discovering ex post opportunistic behavior remains with the party least able to discover that behavior: the consumer.”).

227. Chris Jay Hoofnagle et al., Behavioral Advertising: The Offer You Cannot Refuse, 6 HARV. L. & POL’Y REV. 273 (2012) (“We empirically demonstrate that advertisers are making it impossible to avoid online tracking.”). This study looks at online tracking of cookies and ways companies evade user decisions to refuse tracking.
step would be to bar Google from engaging in price discrimination itself or from knowingly facilitating price discrimination. As economists have argued, a “rational economic planner”—in this case a government-backed consent decree—could economize on wasteful information seeking costs by “eliminating the price dispersion” associated with price discrimination.228

A consent decree could also address a number of other basic reforms such as search neutrality. This would open the way for agencies to take on the responsibilities proposed in Bracha and Pasquale’s Federal Search Commission, addressing the range of social concerns around search platforms.229 Requiring search neutrality and other public interest responsibilities would recognize that search already is a beneficiary of free access to the wide range of content on the Internet, whose own interoperability is owed to decades of public regulation of other telecommunications common carriers. Since Google’s own access to that content for free is based on a web of regulations, it is ultimately just a modification of existing Internet regulations—not a distortion of a Platonic version of the private-market—to require that a dominant search engine like Google meet civic responsibilities for its role as a de facto common carrier.230 Given the percentage of its advertising revenue derived from the financial services industry, Google could also agree to be covered under Dodd-Frank Financial Services regulations. This regulation would fit the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) mandate to restrain abuses by “larger nonbank participants” in the financial system.231

Any consent decree ideally would be followed by legislation refining any agency roles adopted in the consent decree.

V. Conclusion: Information Asymmetry and the Failure of Markets in Online Sectors

Support for Google might reflect fears by conservative economic and legal thinkers that pushing for further regulation of the online economy might

228. Salop & Stiglitz, supra note 190, at 494.
229. See Bracha & Pasquale, supra note 78.
230. While Google critics reject the idea that Google should be thought of as a common carrier, they admit the public almost treats Google as a public utility whose rankings are considered objective and not self interested. Daniel Crane admits that “[e]mpirical work shows that users place a large degree of trust in Google’s perceived neutrality in ranking relevance to queries, often substituting Google’s algorithmic judgment of relevance for their own evaluation of search result abstracts.” Crane, supra note 216, at 1205-06.
231. The CFPB, in developing its rules, noted the source of this authority. See Defining Larger Participants in Certain Consumer Financial Product and Service Markets, 77 Fed. Reg. 9592, 9593 n.3 (Feb. 17, 2012) (to be codified at 12 C.F.R. § 1090) (“Section 1024 of the Act applies to nondepository (nonbank) covered persons and expressly excludes from coverage persons described in sections 1025(a) or 1026(a) of the Act. Under section 1002(6) of the Act, a ‘covered person’ means ‘(A) any person that engages in offering or providing a consumer financial product or service; and (B) any affiliate of a person described in (A) if such affiliate acts as a service provider to such person.’”).
encourage other and broader forms of regulation. Berin Szoka and Adam Thierer, both active think tank advocates for Google, made an explicit appeal to fellow conservatives in a piece for the National Review that the “principles at stake are too important” not to rise to Google’s defense. They noted that “if consumers’ ability to click over to another free search engine is deemed insufficient to discipline Google’s editorial discretion, how can we promote competition as an alternative to regulation more generally?”232

In a more academic frame, Manne and Wright (the latter nominated to the FTC in 2012), in defending Google from antitrust investigations, wrote that the simple neoclassical economics model is losing its legal force in recent academic debates:

As a result of the proliferation of economic models that came with the rise of post-Chicago economics, the integration of game theory into industrial organization, and the increasing calls to incorporate insights from behavioral economics into antitrust and competition policy, regulators and courts now have a broad spectrum of models to choose from when analyzing an antitrust issue.233

They fear that the challenge to neoclassical economics inherent in an antitrust probe of Google threatens “to strip the disciplining force that economics has placed on antitrust law.”234 They worry that if Google and other online markets are not analyzed under the Chicago School’s approach, the Chicago School’s implied counsel of “limited government” and regulatory inaction will no longer be the default for antitrust policy.

A. How Data and Information Asymmetry Change Antitrust Economics

Stiglitz, the former World Bank Chief Economist and Nobel laureate, has been an intellectual leader on the issue of how information asymmetry in particular markets undermines the simple assumptions of many economists that competition will correct problems of monopoly. Information is itself a commodity and particular companies can, in Stiglitz’s words, “appropriate the returns to creating information” for economic advantage in the market in ways not seen in traditional commodities.235 This leaves a company like Google with the economic incentive, pushed by advertisers seeking their own information advantage in marketing to users, to increasingly violate user privacy to appropriate more and more information to solidify its economic dominance, all

233. Manne & Wright, supra note 23, at 182.
234. Id.
while making it less economically possible for potential competitors to challenge the company.

This concentrated control of user data gives such companies more than just a competitive advantage vis-à-vis their competitors. Companies know the intimate details about the preferences of consumers and this skews markets against consumers who lack similar data about those companies or their options in negotiating terms with those companies. In the case of search, for example—a service predicated on helping consumers address their ignorance of their options—this further highlights the limits of any economic assumptions based on consumers having full knowledge in the marketplace.

B. Early Intervention in Technology Markets is Easier than Displacing Entrenched Incumbents

In many ways, the subtlety of Google’s business model illustrates the complexity of new information markets that makes simpler Chicago School economic models unlikely to be applicable. The complexity of new information markets also highlights why depending on the market to correct monopoly dominance in such sectors is a poor strategy and why government intervention is needed—and needed at an earlier point than conventionally understood.

Google’s defenders tend to emphasize fear of regulatory error236 and that technology markets are supposedly too complicated for slow-moving regulators to be effective. Antitrust enforcement errors that incorrectly intervene to stop monopoly supposedly have higher social costs, they argue, than the failure to intervene where a monopoly may exist. “[M]arket forces offer at least some correction”237 to a monopoly regulator’s failure to stop, but there is no natural correction to inaccurate government interventions. The stakes are supposedly even higher in fast-moving technology markets238 where the wrong interventions will undermine innovation and economic growth.239


237. Manne & Wright, supra note 23, at 178-79 ("The cost of false positives counsels against an undue expansion of § 2 liability." (citing Verizon Commc'ns, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 U.S. 398, 414 (2004)); see also Spectrum Sports, Inc. v. McQuillan, 506 U.S. 447, 448, 458 (1993) ("[T]his Court and other courts have been careful to avoid constructions of § 2 which might chill competition, rather than foster it."); Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 594 (1986) (stating that courts should be particularly careful in predatory-pricing cases because mistakes "are especially costly because they chill the very conduct the antitrust laws are designed to protect"); Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 767-68 (1984) (noting that antitrust scrutiny should be applied only when there is serious risk of monopolization to reduce "the risk that the antitrust laws will dampen the competitive zeal of a single aggressive [competitor]").

238. See, e.g., Thierer, supra note 39 ("[A] market that changes this rapidly . . . will almost certainly mean that most rules will be completely out of date by the time they are implemented.").

239. See Bork and Sidak, supra note 13, at 665 (stating that antitrust intervention would harm the cycle where “innovation drives competition, which further drives consumer-welfare-enhancing
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But removing incumbents in technology markets is often more complicated than in traditional industries, as shown by the challenges of applying effective remedies to deep-rooted players like Google. Because monopoly power is often strengthened in the early stages of the formation of technology markets when a free product is offered to consumers—which in turn entrenches a company’s data collection efforts—early intervention by regulators is better than trying to dethrone an embedded incumbent like Google. And, as argued above, firms with a dominant position, like Google, can manipulate the markets for personal data making market forces unlikely to correct such problems. Thus, the danger of non-intervention by regulators is far higher in high-technology markets than Chicago School antitrust scholars theorize.

The complex challenge of displacing a dominant incumbent such as Google in information-related markets should serve as a lesson that problems of network effects, technology lock-in, and the speed with which a dominant player can take control of a sector, all call for earlier intervention in technology markets. It would be better for regulators to maintain an open environment for innovation early, rather than depend on a post-facto, drawn-out court fight to displace a monopolist. The lure of monopoly profits, which Chicago School theorists think spurs innovation, is far more likely to induce innovation in economically wasteful tactics to entrench that monopoly.

Google defenders have written copiously on the practical challenges of court and regulatory oversight of Google’s operations, particularly in requiring search neutrality. Eugene Volokh and Donald M. Falk argued that Google’s search results and algorithms are “speech” under the First
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242. Ammori & Pelican, supra note 32, at 12-13 (arguing that requiring a “neutral” search algorithm would require “daily government oversight”). Of course, this ignores the reality that regulators in other industries like banking often dedicate multiple full-time staffers to oversee large financial institutions, so “daily oversight” is hardly unprecedented. See Aaron Lucchetti, The Regulator Down the Hall, WALL ST. J., June 20, 2011, http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304 763704576394610591065334.
Amendment, which would mean that the government largely is barred from regulating them.\textsuperscript{243} Yet these alleged obstacles to constraining a monopolist involved in information-related services just add to the argument that regulators should act earlier when simpler methods of regulation can prevent the entrenchment of a dominant monopolist and thus obviate the need for the kind of legally and practically complex regulation now needed to restrain Google.

The ideology of non-intervention relies on there being a wide pool of potential innovative upstarts ready to displace the incumbents, but the reality is the technology market is becoming more dominated by incumbents, not less. In fact, small startup companies are increasingly eyeing acquisition by these existing dominant companies as the preferred way to “cash out” compared to initial public offerings (IPOs) where the company remains a stand-alone competitor. Along this line, researchers have noted that IPOs have dropped from an average of 311 per year during 1980-2000 to only 102 per year during 2001-2009, and they ascribed the decline to changes in the “economies of scope” in the marketplace, including more “winner take all” markets. These changes, they argued, have reduced the profitability of small companies, which means small companies do better selling to established firms than trying to survive as independent companies.\textsuperscript{244}

Given that the market is producing fewer likely challengers to Google, it becomes even more important for regulators and courts to take action earlier in technology markets, before monopolies like Google’s arise.

The standard worry about antitrust (or any other government) regulation is that it will undermine innovation, yet centralized power in a sector is just as likely to undermine innovation by the leader and discourage innovation by potential entrants to a sector. Instead, government regulations can make existing players or new entrants a competitive threat to Google and better protect user privacy. This will in fact open the online market to innovations and competition based on better serving user privacy and consumer economic interests, rather than undermining them.

\textsuperscript{243} See Eugene Volokh & Donald M. Falk, Google: First Amendment Protection for Search Engine Search Results (Apr. 20, 2012) (unpublished manuscript), http://www.volokh.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/SearchEngineFirstAmendment.pdf. But since the focus on search neutrality is not protected opinion, but rather preventing consumer confusion over the perceived objectivity of Google’s linking order and its commercial operations, this is far less likely to be considered commercial “speech” protected by the First Amendment. See Pasquale, supra note 226, at 156-60.